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profile.
The Profile is adapted from remarks
give n at Dr. Coon 's portrait presentation
on A pril 30 by Dr. Jay J. Jacoby, Professor and Chairman of the Department of
A nesthesiology, who has kn own Dr.
Coon f or almost 30 years.

Dr. Julius M. Coo n grew up in the heart
of Ame rica, Missouri . One grandfather
was a farm er , and one was a Baptist
ministe r. His fath er was a Rhodes
scholar at Oxford University and obtained a Ph .D . in cla ssical studies at the
University of Chi cago. He taught Latin
and Gree k at William Jew ell Coll ege in
Libert y, Missouri and then at Indiana
University. Wheth er thi s represents heredity or environme nt, Julius always did
well in langua ges, but he had to struggle
with science . I do not mean to impl y
that ability in scie nce was lacking in his
family, because both of his brothers obtain ed Ph .D.s in physics from the University of Chicago. Julius's twin brother,
Jesse, is now Professor of Physics at
Texas A & M Univer sity. His younge r
brother Jam es worked on the development of the atom bomb, and is now a
gro up leader at the Los Alamos Scien tific Laboratory. Fa cility with both
words and scie nce does appear to run in
the family, because Dr. Coon's son,
James, took his bachelor's degre e in English at Yale and is now in law school;
whereas his dau ghter, Margaret , took a
bachelor of science degree in geology at
Yale, and is now working with the Forest Service in the state of W ashington.
Regarding his childh ood, Julius says
he rem emb ers it as all fun. He was not
bookish, and mad e only average grades
in school. Th e most famou s person of his
home town of Liberty, Missouri was
Jesse Jam es, the outlaw of the 1870s. Because his fath er was a professor, mon ey
was scarce, and Julius and his brothers
had to keep the one acre garden where
they raised all the vegetables for the entire famil y. Th e Boy Scout s were a big
part of his life, and the old swimming
hole receiv ed much attention, with
SWimming and fishing for catfish during
the summer, and skating on thin ice dur-
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ing the winter months.
Julius majored in Latin in high school ,
took one more year in college, then
"gave it up, figuring that five years of
Latin should last me a lifetime." His
grades improved in high school; he
mad e the National Honor Society. At
Indiana University he majored in chemistry, graduating in th e midst of the
Great Depression in 1932. Throughout
college he worked for 20 hours a week
in the university library. Athletics
played a major role in his life ; his hobbies ar e sailing, swimming and figure
skating. He was captain of the swimming team in 1932 at Indi ana University. He held the Indiana sta te records
in the 220 and 440 yard fre estyle until
his younge r brother broke the records
four years lat er. He was a member of
Sigma Alpha Epsilon social frat ernity
and Alpha Chi Sigma , the professional
che mistry frat ernity.
Young People in the midst of the
Great Depression wer e uneas y and restless with no jobs available aft er graduation. Julius did what many of us do-he
became a perennial student. He took
graduate courses in biology, chemistry
and physiology. It was during a course
in physiology, when he observed the
blo ckin g effect of atropine on the action
of acet ylcholine in a dog , th at he got
the first glimme r of interest in the actions of drugs, and this led him eventuall y to pharmacology.
But first Julius decided to get out and
see the world. He hitch-hiked and rode
the freight trains to California, took a
Japanese boat to Japan, and then went
to Shanghai, China. He lived in
Shanghai for four months, with a relative, he says. I could never find out anythin g else about what he did in
Shanghai, except th at he did join the
YMCA SWimming team , and he participated in swimming meet s in places like
Hong Kong and Manila. In December
he got a job as officers' messboy on a
Danish freighter bound for California,
and he spent 35 days out of sight of land
on a rough winter crossing of the Pacific. He then was able to get a job as librarian and swimming coach at the
Montezuma Mountain School for Boys
in California.
Julius finally received a scholarship to

the Univer sity of Chicago , as a graduate
student in biochemistry. In his first year
he took the medical student course in
pharmacology, and then changed his major in that subject. Juli us' chief, Dr. Eugene Maximillian Carl Geiling, stimulat ed everyone int o the most unusual
endeavors. He and Juli us were interested
in the pituitary gland. They decided
there would be no better way to find out
about it than to get the biggest ones in existence. So they wen t out on whaling
ships and dissect ed the pituitary glands of
whal es. Th e dissect ing tools were axes
and butcher knives. Th is project resulted
in his Ph.D. thesis, "A New Method for
the Assay of Posterior Pituitary Extract."
Asa young Instructo r in Pharmacology,
he was told by his Ch ief that " if you plan
to teach medical studen ts, you should go
through medical school yourself." Admitted as a student at the Rush Medical
Coll ege of the University of Chicago, he
both tau ght and studied, completing the
third yea r of medical school. Then World
Wa r II started.
1 first knew Juli us Coo n immediately
after the War. On terminal leave from
the army, I came to the University of
Chicago as a junior staff member in
anesthesiology, and a gradua te student
in pharmacology, and found Julius Coon
there as an Assistant Pro fessor. He had
spe nt the war yea rs ther e.
Juli us had work ed at a more dangerous job during the War than most of
us who had been in uniform. Postponing
his medi cal studies, he worked on the
toxicology of che mical warfare agents
at the Univer sity of Chicago Toxicity
Laboratory which had been established
by the Office of Scienti fic Research and
Development (OSRD). He later became
Director of this laboratory.
Wh en the war ended, Rush Medical
College had been tak en over by the
University of Illinoi s, and Juli us ultimatel y got his MD degr ee ther e in
1945. It took him 11 yea rs to do it. He
had never int ended to practice medicin e and consequ ently did not take an
intern ship . He served from 1951 to 1953
as dir ector of the US Air Force Radiation Laboratory at the Unive rsity of
Chicago which had been the previously
mentioned Toxicit y Laboratory. However, when the Korean W ar came and

Dr. Coon: Tw enty-three years as
Chairman of the Departm ent of
Pharma cologq

he was required by his dr aft board to
apply for medical service in the armed
forces, he was found unqualifi ed for a
commission in the Air Force Medi cal
Corps because he had had no internship.
For this he wept no crocodile tears.
In 1953 Dr. Coon came to Jefferson
as Professor of Pharmacolo gy and
Cha irman of the Dep artment, a post he
has held with distin cti on for 23 yea rs.
He has mad e Jefferson a fam ous ce nte r
for toxicologic resea rch , and he him self
has been given every form of recognition for this work. He is a member of all
the distin guished societies relat ed to his
fields of int er est. He has served on the
editorial boards of distinguished journals. He is a consultant to our national
governme nt, to our military forces, and
to the W orld Health Organization. He
is recog nized as an expe rt on the toxicology of che micals adde d to foods, insectici des which ge t into food , the toxicology of natural ingredi ents in foods
and the safety of foods in gene ral. He
has written almost 100 scientific papers
and has been invit ed to participate at

many national and int ernational scie ntific meetings.
With this background in toxicolo gy,
one would not suspe ct that he is a charter member of the Jack Daniels Club. He
takes pride in being a member of the
Chaos Club in Chicago, the Order of
the Yellow Dogs of the US Department
of Agri culture, the Confederate Air
Corps, the Tenn essee Squires Association, the Arcti c Circle Club, and the
Order of the Alaska Walrus. He even
belongs to SEWERS (Society for Encouraging the W earing of Embl ems on
the Right Side).
Most of us at Jefferson rem ember
Mary Elizabeth Coon, who was Julius '
wife and our friend from 1947 until she
died in 1973. She had a happy life with
Julius and raised two children , James
and Margaret. In 1975, Julius married
Ethel Peterson Blood, the widow of the
lat e Frank Blood, Professor of Biochemistry at Vand erbilt University. Th e
Coons and the Bloods had been friends
and colleagues for many years, and this
seemed to be a most happy decision.

Ethel Coon was welc omed to the Jefferson famil y last yea r. At the same time ,
Julius becam e instant grandfather of Jason and Geoffrey, as well as stepfather
of Sally and Da vid Fargo, who is an
Epi scop alian pri est in W inston-Salem,
North Carolina. Julius and Ethel have at
hom e a most remarkable "Continuity
Room " whe re the sto red up memorabilia of bo th famil ies are kept .
All of us are fam iliar with Julius' talent as a doodler . Many times the only
thing that has kept him awake, and the
rest of us alert, at the Executive Facult y
meetings, was Julius' doodling and our
wat ching in amazement as the beautiful
shapes grew on the back of the Dean's
mem oranda. Some of the doodling has
appear ed at the Jefferson Art Show. Besides his scientific work, Julius is also
known as a poet.
Dr. Coo n retired on June 30. His
handsome portrait by Furman Fink,
pr esented to the University by his colleagu es, stude nts and friends is hanging
on the third floor at Jefferson Alumni
Hall.
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Teaching and
Research in
the Department
of Pharmacology
by Julius M . Coon,
Ph.D., M.D.
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The D epartment of Pharm acology and
its ac tivi ties we re last describ ed in the
December 1962 issue of the Alumni
Bulletin. In that article a very bri ef history of the Department was pr esent ed.
Though now the primary purpose is to
write about the more recent develop ments and the current status of the Department in medical educa tio n and research, it seems appro priate to rei te rate
various aspects of its earlier histo ry in
order to provide some perspective.
Th e Department of Pharmacology at
Jeffer son was established only 44 yea rs
ago.Th e science of pharmacology was
the latest of the basic medi cal sciences to
achieve gene ral recognition as an independent academic discipline in the
medi cal curriculum of medi cal schools in
the United States.Thi s development was
taking sha pe in the late 1920s. In 1932 Jeffer son was among the first medi cal schools
in this country to accord the young and
rapidly developing science of pharmacology separate departmental status similar
to that of anatomy, physiology and the
other basic medi cal sciences. Prior to
1932 the medi cal students learned about
drugs and poisons in seve ral courses
presented by other departments . For example, a course in toxicology was
taught in the first year of the medical
cur riculum by what was then the Department of Physiologi cal Ch em istry
and Toxicology (now Biochemi stry) and,
in the second, third and fourth years,
courses in pharmacy and pharmacology,
materia medica, therapeutics, and prescription writing were offered by th e
Dep art ment of Materia Medi ca and
Therapeutics (now Medicine).
In its 44-year history the Dep artment
of Pharmacology has had only two chairmen, Professor Charles M. Gruber , from
1932 to 1953, and the current incumbe nt
who se "te rm" exp ired on July 1, 1976,after 23 years, through the nor mal process
of retirement. On the latter dat e the chair
becam e occupied by Professor C. Paul
Bianchi, from the Department of Pharmacolo gy at the University of Penn sylvania School of Medicin e (see p. 19).
It is interesting to no te that in 1932
Professor Gruber and one other faculty
member pr esent ed the course in ph armacol ogy to the medical stude nts. Thi s
is in contrast to the seven faculty who

present ed the course in 1953, and the 15
who now participat e in the teaching of
phar macology to the medical students
in the second and fourth yea rs of the
curriculum.
T he primary responsibilities and the
essen tial nature of the ac tivit ies of the
Dep artment in 1976 are very similar to
those of 1962. In the last 14 years, however , there have been substantial
cha nges involving numb er of faculty,
numbers of medical and graduate students taught, courses pr esented in both
the Jefferson Medi cal Co llege and the
Co llege of Graduate Studi es, subject
matter presented in old courses, manner
of course presentation, intensity and
focus of research programs, magni tude
of outside funding of research and
physical plant. In all these respec ts the
cha nges have paralleled the contem poraneous tr ends in education and resea rch in the biom ed ical sciences.

Present Personnel of the
Department
Th e cur rent (May, 1976) personn el of
the Depar tment of Pharmacology includes 15 facu lty members, two research associat es, one teaching fellow,
22 gradua te student s, two secr etari es,
and five tec hnicians. Of the faculty
members, eight ar e employed full time
and two part time in the department,
two full time in the Cardeza Foundation, and th ree are employed full tim e
outsi de the Univer sity and have "courtesy" faculty ap pointment s. Th e gra duate students have always been considered bona fide departmental personnel
because they work essentially full time
in the dep artment facilit ies and most of
them receive stipends as resear ch assistants, resea rch Fe llows or teaching Fellows. Th e total number of personnel in
the departm ent is approximat ely twice
that of 1962.
Th e stab ility of the department with
respect to facu lty since 1962 is noteworthy. Of the eight faculty membe rs in
residence at that tim e only one has resigned to take a position elsewh ere, and
one has retired (Professor Charles P.
Kraa tz in 1972). Of the nine added to
the facu lty roster since HJ62 all remain
with the depart ment.

Each of the 15 faculty members participates in the teach ing activities of the
department and has an active research
program und erway. Twelve of these
have significant roles in the teaching,
trainin g, resear ch dir ection and the general guidance of graduate students
toward their Ph.D. degrees, and consequently have faculty appointments in
the Coll ege of Graduate Studies as well
as in the Jefferson Medi cal Coll ege.

Teaching Responsibilities
(1)The teaching programs of the department include a 14-week core course in
pharmacology and toxicology for the
entire medical class in the sophomore
yea r. This course has evolved since 1962
from a program of 90 hours of lecture,
126 hours of laboratory work and 18
hours of small group conferences, to the
present program of 75 lectures and 46
hours of group conferences, case studies,
films, reviews prior to exams and postexam discussions. Th e most drastic
change in this course has involved the
elimination of the laboratory exercises.
Thischange has been welcomed by most
of the medical students and conforms to
the general trend in medi cal school
courses in pharmacology in the United
States.Considered to favor the no-lab
practi ce in the course are the fact s that it
redu ces pressure on the stude nt, gives him
more time to study the basic content of
the subject matter for which he is respon sible, redu ces the facul ty tim e required in
the class room , and markedly redu ces the
cost of pr esenting the course .
On the other hand, how ever, it practicall y eliminates the opportunity for the
faculty to become acquainted with mor e
than a handful of stude nts. Furthermore,
the student misses what isconsidered the
valuable educational experience of observing the actual effects of dru gs and poisons in the expe rimental setting, inter pr etinghis observation in the light of his
learning from the lectures and books, and
relating his observations and inter pretations to the clinical situa tion.As the
pharmacology course evolves in the future it ispredicted that a moderate pro gram of well-d esigned laboratory work
will be reinstituted.
In 1973, the department initiated the

use of the computer in the teachin g of a
limited number of medical students in
the pharmacology course. The com puter was also used as an aid in th e
preparation and in the grading of examinations, in anal yzing each exam qu estion as to class response and its merit for
examining purposes, and in formulating
a letter to each student with an anal ysis
of his performance on the examination.
In 1975-76 50 students in the class were
selected to take their pharmacology
course in an Independent Study Program in which, by the use of the computer and other study mat erials, and
without attending class, the y could proceed at their own pace. This program
was well received by that group of students and their performance has encouraged the faculty to develop further
the computer-assisted teaching pro grams in pharmacology.
(2) A six-week course in advanced basic
pharmacology is present ed twice in the
track program of the senior year. Thi s
course is not designed to be a broad
spectrum review of the pharmacology
taken in the second year, but to examin e
in depth, for seve ral important classes of
drugs, the basic principles and mechanisms of drug actions and the resulting
biochemical, physiological and pharmacological responses as they relate to the
application of drugs for human therapy.
It stresses the chemical and structural
requirements of drugs whi ch determine
their selectivity and concentration at a
receptor site as well as current theori es
about the structure and function of vari ous receptors. The discussions are aim ed
at providing the student with a basis for
critically evaluating clinical data on
drug efficacy and better und erstanding
of the drug actions.
Throughout its teaching of pharmacology ~o the medical students the department places much emphasis on the
basic established knowledge and the
general principles of this field of science. Individual drugs and the detailed
aspects of their practical usage in therapeutics may "come and go" but the ba sic knowledge and general concepts remain the same. The latter, well applied
in the practice of medicine, produces
the best in drug therapy.
(3) Several specialized courses in phar-

macology are pr esen ted for graduate students in pharmacology or other basic science departments. All gra dua te students
in pharmacology take the same course as
is pr esented to the sophomore medical
students. In add ition, courses in general
toxicology, drug me tabolism, psychopharmacology, instrumentation and a
series of "spec ial topi cs" courses, each
dealin g with an organ or organ system or
an area of recent develop ment, e.g., the
prosta glandins, are offered.Th ese are
tak en by all graduate studen ts in pharmacology and by some from other departments. Attendance at wee kly seminars ,
for credi t, is required , and eac h student
takes resear ch courses con tinuously
th rough out his gra dua te career.
Since Jefferson initia ted a graduate
training pro gram in 1948 the Department of Pharm acology has bee n very active in this ph ase of its teaching. Fifty student s have been gra nted the Ph.D. degree
in pharmacology and six the M.S. degree.
Of the 22 graduate studen ts now enrolled
five are expec ted to com plete their requ ireme nts for the Ph.D. degree by the
end of the summer of 1976.
(4) A 16-week course in Pharm acology,
with 46 lect ur es an d no lab oratory, is
offered to th e freshman students in the
Schoo l of Nursing of the College of Allied Health Sciences. Th is teach ing expe rience is conside red not only valuable
but also enjoyable by those faculty
members who particip at e in it.
In addition to teaching, a pri mary activity of the Dep artment is, of course ,
resear ch. Th e Pharm acology Department has a very ac tive program of resea rch which encompasses several differ ent areas of inqu iry.

The Influence of Drug
Metabolism on Therapy
Isoniazid and met ronidazole, two drugs
which ar e basic to the che motherapy of
tuberculo sis and tri chomonas vaginitis
wer e evaluated in the Pharmacology Department shortly after they were introduc ed into ther apy. Is it the dru g or one
of its metabolic products that is responsible for the therapeuti c and side effects
seen when these dru gs ar e given to
patients? This is the qu estion that has
been central to the ongoin g research
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conducted by Professor Roland W. Manthei and his graduate students over the
past 23 years.Twelve students in the Department have joinedin these investigationsand have written their Ph.D. dissertations on studies conducted in this
area. Since the focus of these studies has
been on what happens to drugs when
they are given to patients, considerable
effort has also gone into determining
what influence the disease process or the
physiologic state of the patient has on
the fate of the drug in the body.
In recent years working in collaboration with Dr. Arthur J. Weiss of the Department of Medicine, this laboratory
has concentrated its efforts on pharmacologic studies on new antineoplastic
agents while they are undergoing
Phase I and Phase II investigation in th e
Jefferson Hospital. Thus, at the request
of the National Cancer Institute, this laboratory has helped to determine what
the most efficacious dosag e and scheduling should be for such new agents as
dibromodulcitol, 5-azacytidine, streptozotocin, Yoshi-864 and cytembena. Currently this same group is undertaking a
study of the influence of dosage and
scheduling on the cardiomyopa thy associated with the important new cancer
agent, Adriamycin.
From a resear ch view point, these
studies hav e necessitated the development of a large number of new anal yti cal procedures and the utilization of rece ntly developed analytical techniques.
This aspe ct of the work has been most
ben eficial to the graduate students at
Jefferson in that it offers them an excellent opportunity for advanced laboratory training in pharmacolo gy. Th e interdisciplinary nature of these studies
has also encourage d the graduate student to broaden his conce pt of basic
biom edi cal research , a process whi ch
many pharmacologists feel is essential
for the advancem ent of medi cal science
in the future.

Studies on Taurine
Structure and struc tu re-in-action, or
function, are basic to pharmacology;
that is, the study of pharmacolo gy is
based on a knowledge of anatomy, physiology and bio chemi stry. Form and
function are combined wh en one studies
6

the changes in structure that a drug or
natural constituent undergoes in the
body and how these metabolic changes
affect the biological actions of such
compounds. Thus, prostaglandins, adrenergic amines and their congeners are
pertinent examples of natural products
with whose biogenesis, metabolism and
biologic effects a biomedical researcher
in pharmacology may be concerned.
Taurine stands as another example of a
naturally occurring amino acid-like compound whose unusual structure confers
on it unusual biological properties. Research to date indicates that taur ine functionsin the central nervous system (C NS),
the eye and the heart. Metabolically,
beta-amino ethane sulfonic acid (taur ine)
comes from cysteine and belongs to the
same family of omega amino acids as
gamma amino butyri c acid (GABA),the
agent perhaps best known to act as an inhibitory neurotransmitter ; according to
some investigators, taurine acts like
GABA in partsoftheCNS. Recently,
taurine has been found to be lower in concentration in experimentally induced
epileptogenic foci and has been used successfully in the treatment of some patients
with epilepsy resistant to the usual anticonvulsant drugs.
Taurine also seems to hav e unique
functions in the retina and in some of the
processes of vision. For example, blindness in kittens produced by feeding a taurine-free casein diet may be cur ed by addingjust taurine to the deficient diet;
clinically, taurine isthe only retinal
amino acid reduced in concentration in
retinitis pigm entosa , a disease leading to
blindness. Also, incr eases in retinal taurine concentrations found aft er dark adaptation are lost rapidly from the retina on
exposure to light. Professor Jam esJ. Kocsisand associates found in an expe rimental study ofagi ng in the rat that an
age-dep endent decline in taurine concentr ati ons occurs both in the retina and lens
throughout the lifet ime of the rat from 30
to 840 daysof age. How changes in taurine level in rat eye tissues are related to
the retina and lens in man may be the concern of future research.
Th e findings of unu sually high levels of
taurine in heart tissue, the incr eased hea rt
taurine levels seen in hum an congestive
failure as well as in expe rime nta lly in-

duc ed myocardial hyp ert rophy and the
fact that exogenously administered taurine exerts antiarrhythmic effects suggest
that taurine may also have an important
biological role in the heart.
Dr. Kocsis found in a study of the distribution of tauri ne in heart tissues in 12
different species that (1) in most species
the ventricles showed higher taurine
conce ntrations than the auricles (the
dog was a notable exception ) and (2) a
dir ect correlation exists be tween mean
myocardial taurine concen trat ion in
these 12 species and their mean heart
rates (r = 0.93).
More detailed studies conducted in dog
hearts showed that taurine isnot distributed uniformly throughout the myocardium .Th e endocardium had higher taurine levels than the meso- or epicardium
and und er certa in circumstances the apical porti ons of dog myocar dium also
showe d higher taurine levels than the basal portions. Thi sdistribution of taurine
may be relat ed to blood flow patterns
through the myocardium .

Behavior, Chemistry and D ru gs
Th e ma in purp ose of the research efforts of Dr. Wol fgang Vogel and his
group is to study the chemical composition of the ani mal and human brain,
the che mical reactions which underly
behavior and the mode of action of psychoactive substances .
a. Che mistry of ani mal and human
neuronal tissue: Based on prev ious findings in thi s laboratory that most brain
enzymes re main active post mort em ,
this lab orat ory is now studying enzyme s
wh ich are involved in the formation and
destruct ion of putat ive neurotransmitter s in the human brain obtained at autopsy. So far, abou t 15 differ ent enzymes in various areas of the hu man
brain have been examin ed and basically
no difference in the activity of these enzymes be tween rat and human brain tissue has been found. This could mean
that the ra t brain can indeed serv e as a
mode l for the human brain and that
there might not be a mark ed qualitative
difference between animal and human
ne rvous tissue (a ra t is a rat is a man?).
Studies ar e now being extended to include br ains from individuals who had

suffered various mental diso rders during
their lives.
b. Chemical reactions underlying behavior: Although it is unknown to what
extent behavior of animals and man is influenced by ch emical reactions, it is accepted today that chemical processes in
the brain are ind eed involved in the
regulation of behavior. The chemical
processes most likel y to be involved are
tho se whi ch are responsible for neurotr ansmission or the communication betw een neurons. It is believed that a
che mical has been found in the brain (5methoxytryptamine or 5-methylated serotonin) which might be a " new" transmitter and which has extremely strong
psychoactive properties. This chemical
is bein g studied at present-no easy task
since it occurs at very low levels in the
C S: about 1 ng / g of brain (or 1/
1,000 ,000 of a mg).
c. Mod e of ac tion of psychoactive
substa nces : Substances suc h as LSD or
mescaline can produce certain reactions
which ar e also see n in schizoph renic
pati ents and amphetamine can produce
a clini cal sta te whi ch is almost indi stinguishable from a schizoph re nic episode . Clarification of th e mode of action
of these co mpo unds could th en perhaps
result in information on th e che mical
basis of schizo phrenia (and it is firml y
beli eved th at th ere is a chemical basis of
mental disord ersl). The problem is approach ed from seve ral angles: to modify
che mically an active compound (e.g.,
mesca line) in various ways to obtain information on struc tur al requirem ents
for optimal psychoactivity and to measure changes in brain che mistry aft er
adm inistra tion of th ese compounds. Although enough human volunteer s could
probably be obta ined for th ese stu dies,
rats trained in a classical co nditio ned
avo ida nce sit ua tion are bein g used.
Th ese anima ls receiv e th e co mpounds
(some of the co-wo rke rs feel thi s to be a
waste of "good" materi al), th e behavioral effec ts are quan tita ted in a
"shuttle-box" an d, if "abno rmal beh avior" is pr oduced, the an imals are sac rificed for neurochemical studies .
It is the ho pe of this lab or at ory that
these stu dies will reveal some of the
che mica ls and chemical processes which
und erl y beh avior and will help us to un-

derstand better and correct " abnormal"
behavior such as mental retardation,
schizophrenia and/ or depression with
the appropriate medications.

Level s of Neuroactive Components during Neurological and
Mental Di sorders
Studies in the laboratory of D r.
Theodore Hare have produced advances of analytical technique which
provide several orders of magnitude
more information than has been available in the past abo ut certain neuroactive compounds as relat ed to various
CNS disorders. These analyses are being
used to gain a detailed understanding of
the chemical composition of the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and discreet areas
of the brain, the origin of the components and the relevance of these measurements to advance the understanding
and management of various neurological and mental disorders.
At present, the best approach to de tecting changes of brain chemistry or
monitoring response to treatment in living patients see ms to be through study
of CSF. Unfortunately, until now, th e
study of CSF has produced only ve ry
limited information because the components ar e ge ne rally present at levels
which could not be readily me asured.
Th e sensitivity of pr eviously existing
methodology had not been sufficie nt for
clinical measurement except for the few
compounds pr esent at the highest levels.
Now a relatively rapid and highly sensitive method has been dev eloped for the
det ection of amino acids and other
amines in biological fluids and tissues.
For example, GABA has been reported
to be ab sent in CSF when conve ntional
methods wer e used which would det ect
about 1 nan omol e. This method readily
det ects GABA in CSF and has shown an
average level of about 200 picomoles/
ml. This has led to a preliminary study of
pati ents with va rious neurological disorder s whi ch shows that ce rta in pat ient
pop ulati ons have charac te ristic levels of
GA BA. For example pati ent s with
H untingt on's chorea have a reduced
level of GABA, abo ut 100 picomoles/ ml
and the same see ms to be true of those
with epilepsy. This result is consiste nt

with cur re nt theories about th ese disorders in view of the role of GABA as a
putative inhibitory neurotransmit ter.
Studies with monkeys ha ve shown a
substantial incr ease of CSF-GABA following stroke. This latter observati on
may have significant diagnostic val ue
especially in the case of transient ischemic attacks.
During pr eliminary studies with CSF
a much greater number of com pounds
than had pr eviously been repo rt ed in
CSF was also found. Therefore this laboratory plans to charac te rize these compounds to det ermine whether th ey re present either known compounds not
pr eviously reported in CSF or unknown
compounds which may be of neur oche mical int erest.
Thushighl y sensitive and practical
methods have been develop ed wit h the
demonstrat ed capacity to study certain
aspe cts of the che mistry of neuroactive
amines in the C S. Th ese methods are
being utilized to eluci da te the relationship between brain and CSF in animals, to
stu dy th e chemi stry of human CSF obtainedfrom healthy indi viduals and from
individualssuffering from various neurological and mental disorders and to study
th e influence ofdrugs on these
re lationshi ps.

Neuropharmacology Research
Program
Th e neuropharmacol ogy research
pro gram under the directio n of Dr.
WalterW. Baker at the Eastern Pennsylvania Psychiatric Institute is affiliated
with Jefferson. On e of its major objectives is the investigat ion of the direct effects of psych oacti ve dru gs on the functioning of int egra tive centers in the
intact brain of expe rimenta l animals.
Th e group has devel oped tech niques for
micro-injec ting drugs int o key areas of
the brain whil e reco rdin g changes in
br ain elec trical ac tivity from neurons at
th e injecti on site and from other related
brain centers. Of th e sites studied, the
ca uda te nucleus is an important modulator of motor activity an d has been impli cat ed in stereotype d (schizoid) behavior. The hip pocampus, as the
co rnerstone of the limbic system, is
th ought to play a major role in emotional disorders.
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As part of this "chemical dissection,"
pharmacologic agents are injected into
the brain and are used as tools to create
"biochemical lesions." Frequently, these
lesions selectively interfere with the action of a local transmitter (acetylcholine, norepinephrine, dopamine) which
then disrupts the functioning of the center. These chemically-Iesioned centers
not only provide a model system for
analyzing the effects of psychotropic
drugs (anti-depressants, anti-psychotic
agents, etc.) on the various types of
brain dysfunctions, but also provide a
chemical and biological framework for
understanding neuropsychiatric disorders. In conjunction with this research
approach, one can keep abreast of the
rapid strides which are being made in
all of the neurosciences and incorporate
these into the investigations. The information so developed in our drug research offers insight into how drugs acting on different mechanisms may
intervene therapeutically in treating
mental illnesses. This body of knowledge should directly contribute not only
to more effective clinical use of these
drugs, but should also help uncover
clues leading to the development of
even more effective agents.

Environmental Toxicology of
Insecticides
Studies of several aspects of the toxicology of the organo-phosphate insecticides have been directed by Dr. Anthony J. Triolo and myself during the
.last 15 years. This group of chemical
substances, the main action of which is
inhibition of cholinesterase, first became
of interest during W orld War II and
was known as the "nerve gases," some
of them being extremely toxic. In connection with their use as insecticides
they constitute an important health hazard to man and domestic animals
around the farm, the garden or in the
household. In this department, research
on these substances has dealt with treatment of poisoning, with their metabolism, and more recently with their toxicologic interactions with each other,
with the chlorinated hydrocarbon insecticides, or with a variety of drugs. It
has been found that certain pairs of the
organophosphates exhibit a profoundly
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potentiated toxicity. Also, some of these
substances greatly prolong the action of
hexobarbital and pentobarbital. Of considerable further interest is the discovery that drugs such as chlorcyclizine
and phenobarbital, which stimulate the
production of the liver microsomal enzymes responsible for detoxifying many
chemical substances, offer marked protection against some of the organophosphates by hastening their enzyma- '\
tic detoxication. These findings have
opened up several interesting avenues
for productive research.
The general significance and applicability of these examples of protective
interactions of toxic pesticides, among
themselves or with a number of drugs,
have yet to be established. In this line of
investigation most of the observations in
this and other laboratories have been
done with mice and rats, and whether
other species of animals, including man,
will respond in a similar manner remains unknown. The results thus far,
however, if they can be extrapolated to
man , suggest that the induction of enzymes by toxic chemicals in our environment, as pesticides, drugs, or otherwise, may play an important role in
protecting man against the great multiplicity of substances to which he may be
exposed in his "chemical environment."
Various authorities have estimated
that 60 to 80% of the incidence of cancer is caused by environmental factors.
Though only about 20 chemical substances have been proved to be cancer
producing in man, about 1,000 chemicals, many of which are known to be
present in the envirorunent, have been
shown experimentally to be carcinogenic in some species of animal. Most
experts agree that a substance shown to
be carcinogenic in animals is very likely
also to be carcinogenic for man .
Organophosphate insecticides (e.g.,
parathion) are the most toxic of a class
of chemicals that are widely used and
disseminated in the environment, and
their use will increase as current control
efforts directed toward limiting the use of
persistent organochlorine insecticides
become more vigorous. Information is
lacking on the influence of exposure to
these insecticides on the metabolism and
carcinogenicity of polycyclic aromatic

hydrocarbons (e.g., benzo (a) pyrene) also
,present in small quantities in our air, water and food. Presently experimentsare
being conducted with female HallCR
andA/HeH mice to determine if dietary
feeding of organophosphate insecticides
influence the tumor incidence in lung and
stomach after the administration of
benzo(a)pyrene. Weare particularly interested in finding out whether the lowest
levels of chronic intake of organophosphate insecticides, as they enter into
the above types of interactions with tumor producing benzo(a)pyrene, are realistic in terms of the levels that are
encountered by man in the general or
occupational envirorunents. This information might provide some basis for
evaluating the potential hazards to public health of combined exposure to organophosphate insecticides and carcinogenic polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
in our environment.

Mechanism of Benzene Toxicity
In the laboratory of Dr. Robert Snyder
and his associates Drs. James Kocsis,
E.W. Lee and Charlotte Witmer, the
principal interest has been the role ofbiotransformation of drugs and other chemicals in regulating their biological activity. It iswell known that the therapeutic
activity of drugs may be either enhanced
or decreased when undergoing the process of drug metabolism. Similarly, the
toxicity of drugs and other chemicals to
which we are exposed, as well as their
carcinogenicity, may be either increased
or reduced, depending upon the route of
metabolic transformation. These investigators elected to study the toxicity of
benzene, the world's most extensively
used aromatic chemical, to determine
whether benzene or one of its metabolites is responsible for its well described
toxic effects and to investigate the mechanism of toxicity. Although benzene metabolism isknown to occur in the liver,
the primary effect of chronic benzene
toxicity isbone marrow depression, i.e.,
decreases in the production of erythrocytes, leucocytes and thrombocytes. The
most severe form isexpressed as aplastic
anemia. This laboratory has been engaged in determining the relative roles of
the liver and the bone marrow in producing benzene toxicity. Since the bulk of

the evidence to date suggests that a toxic
metabolite medi at es benzene toxicity we
ar e trying to determine whether the metaboli te is made in the liver and transported to the bon e marrow or whether
the marrow itself is the site of toxicological activation of benzene.
Solut ions to complex problems OfThTs
type require diverse technical approaches. Thus benzene toxicity is eval uated using 59Fe uptake into red cell s as
a measure of bone marrow function; the
use of 3H-benzene allows us easily to
follow the localization of benzene and
its metabolites in body organs as well as
in urine and to help us identify the various metabolites. This laboratory is currently setting up tissue culture te chniques to study the effects of benzene in
cultured liver and bone marrow cell s.
Th e group has also looked in depth at
the enzyme syste m responsible for benzene met aboli sm, i.e., the mixed function oxidase. It is hoped that knowl edge
gained in the se studies will lead to a
more thorough understanding of benzen e toxicity as well as to the development of approaches for studying the
relationship between metabolism and
toxicity of oth er che micals.

Platelets and Prostaglandins
A research program carried out by
Drs. Melvin J. Silver , John B. Smith and
James J. Kocsis stems from the initial
observations in 1971 that prostaglandins
are synthesized during blood platelet
aggregation, and that this biosynthesis is
prevented by aspirin. It was already
well established that aspirin inhibits
platelet aggregation and prolongs
bleeding through its effect on platelets.
Th erefor e, it seemed possible that the
prostaglandins synthesized by platelets
are , in fact , indu cers of aggregation, and
that the mechanism of action of aspi rin
is to inhibit the ir biosynthesis.
These investigat ions of the effects of
stable pro staglandins on platelets led to
the discovery that one prostaglandin,
PGD 2 , is a very potent inhibitor of
platelet aggregation, and none of the
stable prostaglandins induced aggregation . On the other hand, it was discov ered that arachidonic acid, the precursor of the prostaglandins, caused

platelet aggregation. This aggregation
and the associated prostaglandin formation were prevented by aspirin. The hypothesis was therefore modified and it
was sugge sted that intermediates in
platelet prostaglandin biosynthesis induce platelet aggregation.
The intermediates in prostaglandin
biosynthesis, PGG 2 and PGH 2 , were isolatedin 1974 and shown to induce platelet
aggregation.These results have been confirmedandhaveshown that small
amounts of PGG 2 and PGH 2 do transiently accumulate during platelet aggregation. However, very recent research now indicates that another
intermediate, thromboxane A2 , which is
formed from PGG 2 and PGH 2 accumulates in greater amounts during platelet
aggregation and may be the active
compound.
For pro staglandins to be synthes ized
during platelet aggregation, their precursor, arachidonic acid, must be hydrolyzed from membrane phospholipid. It
was recently shown in this laboratory
that this is indeed the case , and at
present the y ar e actively studyi ng the
metabolism of ara chidonic acid by
platelets in order to define mor e closely
the factors whi ch regulate platelet pro staglandin synthesis and consequently
platelet aggregation.
Th e aggregation of platelets is the
principle cause of arterial thrombosis,
and the long term goal is to provide rationales for the development of agents
which will inhibit the in vivo aggregation of platelets, and hence prevent
thrombosis. The rationales that have
been developed so far include 1) the use
of inhibitors of prostaglandin biosynthesis such as aspirin to prevent the formation of interme dia tes which induce
platelet aggr egat ion ; 2) the use of stable
pro staglandins such as PGD 2 whi ch inherently inhibit platelet aggregation,
and 3) the modification of the diet so that
there is a decr eased int ake of arachidonic
acid, the precursor of the intermedi at es
which indu ce platelet agg reg ation.

Studies on Alcohol
For the past several years, Dr. Her bert Sprince and associates at the Vet erans Administration in Coatesville have

be en scree ning che mical compounds
(particularly certa in naturally-occurring
metabolites) for their protective action
against acet ald ehyde toxicity and leth ality . The significance of this research is
as follow s. Aceta ldehyde is a toxic agent
common both to heavy alcohol drinking
and hea vy cigare tte smoking. It is a key
int ermediary metabolite of ethanol
(ethyl alcoh ol) and is 10-30 times more
toxic than ethanol. It is found in var ying
amounts in alcoholic liquors and also
occurs in cigare tte smoke. It has been
implicat ed in alcoholic cardiomyopathy, alcoh ol addiction, ethni c sensitivity to alcohol , alcoholic cer ebellar
degeneration, and is associated with the
disulfiram-eth anol reaction used in the
ave rsion treatment of alcoholi sm. It is
also found in associa tion with toxic fractions of cigarette tar and is quantit ati vely the highest cilia-toxic agent
found in cigarette smoke.

Clinical Pharmacology Program
Fo r th e last several years a clini cal
ph armacology unit has operated und er
the di recti on of Dr. John E. Stambaugh,
Jr., for the purpose of clinical dru g research, postdoctorate clinical pharmacology training, and medical and graduate stu den t teachin g as applied to the
clini cal use of drugs. Th e research involves Ph ase I, II and III drug evaluation, studies on drug metabolism and
kinetics, speci fically of analgesics, and
clinical protocols of Phase II-III chemotherapeutic agents. Th e main research
int er est has cente red aro und the metabolism, kin et ics and interaction s of anal gesic dru gs andhas concerned itself specifically with analgesic evaluation as
relat ed to clinical usage. These efforts
have result ed in a series of publications
relat ed to me peridine usage and pot ential toxic drug combinations with meperid ine that, although cur rently in
trade usage , offer no increased analgesic
efficacy but inc reased toxicity. Th e rationale for com bination usage of such
combina tions as meperidine with the
antihistam ines and phenothiazines has
been qu estion ed.
Th e clini cal pharmacology unit plans
to study oth er analgesics regarding kineti cs and metabolism as related to clinical usage.
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Fire and Excitement in Bronze
When Henry Mitchell cast the Winged Ox, he started with its souL
by Joy Roff Mara
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Sculptor Henry Mitchell says the idea
for TJD's Winged Ox originated with
his personal impression of Jefferson, like
McGill and Johns Hopkins, first as a
center for healing and second as an edu cational institution. Because St. Luke
was a phy sician and the patron saint of
both physicians and sculptors, Mitchell
immediately thought of him and his traditional symbol the ox or bull as an appropriate subject for the Jefferson competition. The supporting column with
its spiral of famous medical names representing a caduceus was Mrs. Mitchell 's idea , one conceived in part for
other than aesthetic considerations. In a
city where even the wa lls of the Art
Museum are not immune to that peculiar variety of property defacement euphemistically known as graffiti , the
column puts the Ox out of the easy
reach of would-be vandals.
The early history of religious symbols
is far from exact , but Irenaeus, a Bishop
of Lyon, France who was killed as a
martyr in A.D. 202, is credited with first
assigning the ox, the traditional symbol
of sacrifice, to St. Luke, because his gospel is primarily concerned with the sacrificial death of Christ; it also opens
with an account of the sacrifice of Zachar y. St. Jerome's use of the symbol gave
it even greater authority.
The concept of self-sacrifice also
seemed fitting with reference to the
ideal of the physician. Because Luke's
ancestry was Greek as well as Hebraic,
some experts look to Hellenic symbolism and note that the bull was important to Greek religion. Particularly
relevant to the physician Luk e, the sacrifice of a bull at sacramental feasts was
thought to convey the superhuman
powers of the bull for fightin g disease.
Several sources attribute the nomi nation of the ox as the symbol of sacrifice to a quote from Matthew (11:30),
"For my yoke is easy, and my burden is
light." If that sounds tenuous, the issue
is further confused by the interchangeable use, depending on source
consulted, of ox, bull , steer or calf as the
sacrificial animal symbol; thus refer ences to the win ged bull or calf of St.
Luke ar e not uncommon. Since artists
are not bound by the literal, anatomy is
of little use in clarification.

Mr. Mitchell lives much of the time
in Switzerland and was at his home
there when Jefferson , und er ma nda te of
the Philadelphia Redevelop ment Authority to use one per cen t of the construction costs for the Scott and Orlowitz buildings for artistic purp oses,
announced a sculpture com petition. He
received his notice of the contest only
three week s before entries were due.
Onc e the idea came, however , the actual mod el was finished quic kly, done in
wax over coppe r armature . Mitchell
had three models cast in bronze to insure that at least one survived the Atlantic voyage. Although the journey was
uneventful, it is fortunate that the
sculptor had tak en pr ecautions: the first
model to arrive was stolen from the jury
room at Jefferson and a second had to
be substituted. Th e third model was
eventually purchased by the wife of
TJD's Chairman of the Board W illiam
W. Bodine as a Christmas present for
her husband.
After Mr. Mitchell' s concept was approved , it took about a month to enlarge the statue from its one- twelfth size
pr esentation model, through a mediumsized clay figure, to its full height.
About six additional months were required to tak e the Ox from its plaster
negative mold to its finished bronze.
Th e figure was fashioned by the lost
wax meth od. "Contrary to the impression one ge ts from readi ng Time magazine," Mitchell str esses, "the wax is lost,
not the method. Th e essent ial method, ,
in fact , has been used by many cultures
for mor e than 4000 years. " The first step
in the ge nesis of the Ox was making the
negative plaster mold from the largest
clay model. Because of its fi ne detail,
the negative head mold was done in
gelatine, whi ch allows greater pre cision.
Each negati ve mold is half of the figur e,
with extra inches of plaster at the outside edges. Much like the seam allowance and syste m of notches on a dress
pattern, the tru e end line of the figure is
marked in the plaster. Thus , whi le there
is no need for the negati ve molds to fit
togeth er exactly, the lines ensure that
the wax molds in the second ste p will.
To get these seco nd step molds, very
sensitive hot wax is painted into the
negativ e molds at a thickness of one-six-
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teenth of an inch to pick up the detail.
The firmer Gree k pit ch wax is then
pr essed into the mold in several coats to
provide the necessary thickness. This
one-eighth to one -quarter inch thick
wax positive mold is assembled and a
wet mix of plaster, silica-sand and brick
dust is poured in to make the core
which will take the he at of the fire and
redu ce shrinkag e. Hollow bars of wax,
molds for the space into whi ch the
bronze eventua lly will be poured, are
affixed to th e outside of the completed
positive mold. Th e entire figure is then
covered with the plaster, silica, etc.
mixture and an oven built around it; the
oven is plaster ed shut and bums at a
heat of 700°F for ten days.
During thi s tim e the wax burns off, so
that at the end of firing, th e form is actu ally negative space in plaster. The
2000 0 wh ite to gree n hot bronze is then
poured into the space through the now
hollow spa ce the bars hav e left. The
bronze goes first to the bottom of the
figure; as it fills th e space it forces the
air abov e it up and out. Th e outside
plaster and th e bars are th en chipped
away, revealing the final bronze sculpture. Th e eventua l patina of the Ox was
achieved through th e use of sulfides and
acids, the color a result of th e metal's
reaction to the chemicals. Th e entire
pro cedure was don e at a foundry in Milan, Mitchell 's favorite working place.
Th e column and platform on which
the Ox rests were cast separately, and
the column offer ed its own particular
chall enges. Stacked sewer pipes were
the original model for th e column, and
the original wax positive mod el was unletter ed. T o make up the nam es that
spiral th e column, Mit chell bought
three complet e bronze alphabets and
had th em vacuum-molded in plastic,
whi ch burned out just as the wax does.
Th e most difficult asp ect of the column,
how ever, was the angling of the spiral.
Th e column was cast, first of all, in
three sections and the spiral, obviously,
had to connect precisely at each juncture. Mitchell also had to keep in mind
the anima l's eventu al location and ensure that the column's caducean spiral
would begin facing Walnut Str eet. The
sculptor's engine ering training has always served him well , and in this case
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aided the precision centering of a perfect spiral between the 0 and the c in
Hippocrates. Hippocrates is th e first
nam e of the fifty famous men (actually
men and women, with the tok en addition of Florence Nightingale ), and it
face s Walnut Street head on . The Ox's
rectangular platform was sand cast in a
different foundry and th e ring at th e
base of the column was tu rned me chanicall y by a company that makes ships
parts.
De spite a total statue weight of
nearly 5000 pounds, about 1400 pounds
of ox alon e, the entire piece took only
four and one-half minutes to assemble
once it got clearance at Jefferson. The
attachment is secure and ingenious; it is
also, Mr. Mitchell says, better left unexplained, for the security of th e animal
th e sculptor always refers to as he or
him . Everything fit together perfectly,
right down to the veins that continue
th e spiral effect on the support platform's underside. Mitchell had even
taken care to have rings set in concrete
in the surrounding area between th e Orlowitz Residence Hall and the Scott Library Building, so that th e statue's
weight is supported equally, 90 pounds
per square inch , by the stones in the immediate environs.
It should be noted that one problem
with which Mr. Mitchell did not have to
contend was selecting the column's 50
names. That was left to George M. Norwood, Vice-President for Planning and
now TJU's Interim President. With the
help of former Librarian Robert Lentz,
Mr. Norwood compiled a list of names
that should be familiar to anyone with
an int erest in medical history. Jeffer son
alumni are represented five time s on the
column: Samuel D . Gro ss, Carlos Findlay, J. Marion Sims, Ch evali er Jackson
and John H. Gibbon, Jr.
Henry Mitchell's works abound in the
Philadelphia area, although they are by
no means limited to it. Animals ar e his
favorite subjects ("They' re mor e human
than humans." ), and man y of his statues
ar e design ed to be play pie ces. His hippos at th e Philadelphia Zoo and bronze
giraffes in some of Philadelphia's parks
are notable examples. Two of Mitchell's
best known local pieces are the impala
fountain at the Philadelphia Zoo, an im -

pressive piece of eng inee ring as well as
sculptu re, and th e three Drexel University horses. Although he says his latest
statue, in this case th e Ox, is always his
cur rent favorite, two of his long-term
favorites are th e abstract "L ogos," the
Adlai Stevenson Memorial at the University of Illinois, and "Pegasus" at the
Cultural Center for the Arts in Canton,
Ohio. All of his works a re cha racterized
by a vital sense of grace and movement,
and he frequently uses bronze because
he feels it adds an und ert one of fire and
excite ment. "Michelange lo said sculpture should alw ays co me towards you.
That's why I pr efer mod eling to carving. In carving you move from outside
to inside. W ith mod elin g you build from
the core, the soul, the anima , as the
Italians call it, out towards yourself.
In a sagging eco nomy where art is
hardly a first budget pr ior ity, Henry
Mit chell's business sense has be en almost as important to his success as his
artistic tal ent. He is as animated and articulate explaining th e int ricacies of the
City's one-percent statu te and the various tax laws pertinent to an artist, as he
is explaining th e intricacies of his own
work. Although he insists he is not an
expa tria te, he and his wife often spend
as much as 18 months at a time in their
Locamo, Switzerl and home and their
Milan, It aly apartment whe re Mitchell
does much of his work. Th eir 1790s-vintage Pennsylvania hom e on the Perkiomen River , wh ere he has a stu dio in
the property's old mill, is a setting that
would encourage anyone to come home.
Unlike th e artistic issue of many of
the Redevelopment Authori ty's onepercent mandates, the W inged Ox has
enjoyed a highly favorable recep tion at
Jefferson and see ms to be viewed, even
by th e most cynical, as a striking and fitting addition to the ca mpus. Mitchell
attributes its visual success in part to its
having th e Scott Library for a backdrop, a locale he took int o account in
conceiving the statue. "I think the Library Building is the most effective new
architecture in Phil adelphia in the last
50 years," Mit chell says. "I attempted
to give the Winged Ox enough of a feel
of th e past and of the 20th ce ntury to
complem ent the building and the Jefferson tradition." .

Once Walnu t Street
traffic problems were
resolved, componen ts
of the 5000 pound
Win ged Ox took only
f our and one-half
minutes to assemble,
say s sculptor Henry
Mitch ell (lower right).
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The Apocryphal Radicals
A class that is identified with the unrest ofthe '60s sees itselfas
bastions ofthefamily, JMC enthusiasts and even, yes, supporters ofthe AMA.
by Terrence S. Carden, M.D. '71

Author Terrence S. Carden (center) and the other 48 class members who attended the fifth reunion found fMC changed both physically and
philosophically .

In the relatively few years since members of Jefferson's class of 1971 took
their seats in the tiered, third-floor lecture hall of the old Daniel Baugh Institut e of Anatomy-the last class of Jeffersonians to train there-the nation and
most of the world we live in have undergone apocalyptic upheaval.
As students, we were witness to the
strife and protest of the late '60s. We
were shocked by the tandem assassinations of Robert Kennedy and Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. We saw an American
president driven from office by a public
weary of fighting a war that many of us
14

felt was immoral, so far from our shores
and so demoralizing to our youth.
As new physicians we were often too
beleaguered by the demands of our
training programs to notice much of
what was going on in the world. But no
one could escape the national catharsis
of Watergate-a scandal that shook the
confidence of many Americans in their
traditional institutions and values.
Luckily, the nation had the Bicentennial
observance to restore its confidence.
The year of the Bicentennial has
double significance for many members
of the class of 1971. It marks the end of

arduous training for many and the beginning of medical practice. For others,
it means the end of training and the beginning of military service, in fulfillment of obligations incurred many years
before. For all of us, the year is significant as the fifth anniv ersary of our graduation from Jefferson.
Th e events described above- and
many oth er private and more personally
significant occurrences-were on the
mindsof 49 members ofthe classof 1971
as we journeyed to Philadelphia from
near (Spmce Street )and far (Naples,
Italy) for the fifth annual reunio n at Jeffer-

son Hall on June 12.Those of us from out
of town were interested in the changes
that had taken place in the Bicentennial
City since we had left. We were particularly interested in the changes at Jefferson-physical as well as philosophicaland in our classmates.
Physical changes were readily apparent as we approached Jefferson Alumni
Hall for the reunion dinner. On the site of
the old parking lot-south of what, for us,
was the new library and administration
building-stands the new parking lot and
mall. Prominently displayed are plans

the national experience, with family
practice residencies perhaps the most
competitive and sought after postgraduate training opportunities available
to graduating seniors.
This is a significant change for 1971
graduates, who were exposed to and influenced by the move towardsubspecialty medicine that still characterizes
much of the health-care-delivery system
in the United States. However, in doing
so, Jefferson has resurrected one of its
honored traditions and may be known
again as the institution that educates well-

showed he had lost none of his practicality in his pitch for contributions to
the Alumni Annual Giving Campaign,
urging: "Please give on the first letter,
guys. Remember, for every letter we
send out, one of us has to sign it, stick it
in the envelope and lick it shut. After
you 've licked 186 envelopes you 'd know
why it's important. So, please, give on
the first letter."
Delvyn C. Case, Jr ., M.D ., the class'
foremost activist was there, too . A hematologist/oncologist who just entered
private practice in Portland, Maine ,

Conversations with Dr. Gonzalo E. Aponte (far left) and Dr. Joseph J. Rupp (far right), special dinner guests of the reunion class, helped
identify for Dr. Ronald Grossman (left) and Dr. Louis J. Borucki (right) some of the changing emphases at JMC.

and artists conceptions of the new Jefferson teaching hospital, harbingers of further changes to come. Philosophical
changes were difficult to assess.However,
through conversations with Dr. Gonzalo
E. Aponte and Dr. JosephJ. Rupp,special
guests ofthe class at the reunion dinner,
some changes in the institution and its student body were identified. There is more
interestin and emphasis on family practice at the new Jefferson. There isa full
Department of Family Medicine and
clinical rotations through that discipline
are among the most popular among Jefferson students. This, of course, reflects

rounded generalist clinicians-an image
it was trying to "shed" in the '60s in an attempt to become more "academic."
For those looking for obvious changes
in his or her classmates, there were few.
Except for pounds gained or shed, mustaches or beards grown or shaved and a
few new spouses, the gathering on June
12 could have taken place five years
previously.
James E. Barone, M.D., the class president and fellow class agent, who just
completed his residency in general surgery, offered a typical welcoming
speech; direct and to the point. Jim

Delvyn is no longer organizing antiwar
protests. Perhaps the greatest change in
his outlook since leaving Jefferson is his
looking at organized medicine, particularly the AMA, in a "more favorable "
light-"for protection," he explains.
Among the 49 class members who attended the reunion, there must have
been hundreds of other significant shifts
in opinion, attitude and behavior over
the five years since graduation. But if a
four-page survey distributed to all
members of the class and returned by 65
is accurate, there have been very few
changes in attitude or interests, despite
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the social upheaval engulfing the world
around us.
One of the measureable changes has
been in the attitudes now expressed by
class memb ers about the AMA and organized medicine. Perhaps due to their
increasing frustration over encounters
with the bureaucracy at all levels and
perhaps because of their introduction to
the realiti es of private practice, a number of those who responded to the survey saw a need for physicians to band
together to resist further intrusion by
outside forces in the practice of medicine. The response came from those
who considered themselves liberal as
well as conservative and included those
who have been in practice for a few
years as well as those still in training or
just entering private practice. If anything, several of those who answered
felt organized medicine wasn't doing
enough to represent the practicing physician. Many would agree with Christopher K. Balkany, M.D., an internist
practicing in Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, that "the AMA seems too weak to
represent medicine effectively."
Among those still in training, a majority considered themselves either disinterested in or uninformed about organized
medicine and very few (nine)indicated
that they had had a favorable opinion of
organizationslike the AMA while at Jefferson-reflect ing, undoubtedly, the

seemingly unavoidable hostility between
academe and organized medicine.
In their answers to the survey questionnaire, doctors from the class of 1971
indicated that they have been and still
are overwhelmingly achievement-oriented. Of particular interest were answers to questions addressed to the class
that progressed through Jefferson during the height of student unrest about
their ideological orientation, both during their student days and now. Less
than a third of those who answered (19)
indicated that they considered themselves liberal or radical as students. Of
those, seven indicated that they had become more conservative since leaving
Jefferson . Only one former conservative
admitted to being somewhat " radicalized" in the ensuing years.
As with all student groups, few participated in campus student activities
yet more than half of those answering
the question favored more student involvement in the university decisionmaking process . Student apathy apparently carried forth into the training
years , with some improvement, however, since nearly a third of those answering indicated they had been active
in the housestaff movement. Nevertheless, nearly all either fully or partly
support the goals of the housestaff
movement, enum erated in the questionnaire as "shorter work week, better sala-

ries and limit on 'scutwork '." Nothing
was said in the questionnaire about
housestaff efforts to improve patient
care and ensure due process to physicians-in-tr ainin g, but presumably those
so recently involved in training programs would support these goals as
much as the othe rs.
With rega rd to training, 1971 graduates followed the subspecialty model so
uncritically portrayed to them during
their medical school years. Only five of
those who responded to the questionnaire listed themselves as family practitioners. Th e majority are in internal
medicine or one of its subspecialties: six
listing themselves as int ernists; gastroente rology, four ; hematology I oncology ,
nephrology and endocrinology, two
each and rheumatology and cardiology,
one each. Ten 1971 graduates listed
them selves as pediatricians. Five are in
anesthesiology, four in general surgery ,
five in radiology, thr ee in emergency
medicine, thr ee in oph thalmology and
two in ENT. Three are pathologists and
one each is in neurology and dermatology. Only one of those who answered
the questionnaire listed obstetricsl gynecology as his speci alty, the significance
of which is obscure.
Postgraduate training has led to certification in the specialty of their choice
for 31 of th e 1971 graduates who completed the questionnaire. Nine more are

Reunion Chairman
Dr. Ronald H. Hirakawa (left) and Dr. Howard S. Robin: Changed physical appearances were more common than intellectual shifts.

Board eligible. Twenty-five are still active academically, eight serving fulltime as medical school faculty members, eight serving on the volunteer faculty and the rest pr esumably teaching as
part of the ir residenc y or fellowship
responsibiliti es.
In their choice of a practice, those who
responded seemed to follow the trend of
the times, with only five listing themselvesas in solo practice. Eleven are practicing in groups and sixin partnerships.
Most of the 43 who listed themselves in
"other" forms of practice either were still
in training or the military. Similarly, 22
respondents listed themselves as practicing in university hospitals, 17 in community institutions and 23 "other," undoubtedly mainly military. Interestingly,
33 of the 65 indicated that they are engaged in some form of clinical or basic science research. And, true to their student
and housestaff record of noninvolvement,
only 10 indicated that they were active in
their state or county medical societies.
Nevertheless, most indicated membership in oneor more professional organizations,with specialty societies heading the
list and, for those in private practice,
membership in their county and state societies.Similarly, the medical journals
read regularly seemed to be concerned
with the respondents' individual specialty or subspe cialty interests. Allbut six
of the respondents read three or more

journals, and 25 indicated that they read
fiveor more , presumably indicating that
at Jefferson and afterwards they developed an appreciation for the need for continuing education to help ensure continuing professional competence.
A busy professional reading schedule
should not impl y that young physicians
have no time for other interests, and
such is not the case, according to the
questionnaire. Nearly two-thirds indicated that they had read at least one
book in the recent past, the two most
common titles being "All the President's
Men" and "The Final Days ," the two
Woodward-Bernstein chronicles of the
Watergate scandal and the end of the
Nixon administration. The choice of titles somewhat belies the class' professed
disinterest in politics, but may also reflect the professional interest of physicians in the aberrations of human behavior that allowed the circumstances
leading to Watergate to develop. In addition to books, most survey respondents expressed a preference for one or
more general circulation publications,
with Time and Newsweek the clear favorites. Hobby journals and intellectual
or commentary publications also have a
strong following. Only two respondents
admitted reading Playboy (and none
listed Hustler), two indicated a preference for R eaders Digest and three listed
Sports Illustrated as read regularly.

Preference in leisure time activities is
as diverse as reading materials, but more
than two -thirds of those who responded
indicated that they preferred to engage in
participation athletics, such as golf or tennis, rather than limiting their involvement to specta tor status. Also,an overwhelming majority listed trave l as one of
theirleisure time activities. Mosthave
some hobby or other, and two-thirds attend the moviesregularly. About half attend the theater , visit art galleries or museumsor go to concerts.
In their family lives, most of the class
is conventional. Only one of the survey
respondents is divorced, (somewhat remarkable considering the national averages), 54 are married, and ten are single.
Most of the couples have children and,
as expected, most of the children are
five years old or younge r. Despite the
post graduation appearan ce of the majority of the class' offspring, 40 of the
couples were married dur ing their years
at Jefferson, though adm ittedly many of
the marriages occurred durin g the senior year. The pr evalence of marriage
among class members prior to graduation explains the preponderance of respondents who lived in pri vate homes or
the Orlowitz Residence Hall during
their Jefferson years. Only 20 indica ted
that they had lived in one of the traditional fraternity houses.
The questionnaire also tested class

Left, Dr. Delvyn C. Case, Jr.:
No longer organizing protests. Dr. Donald A. Bergman is at right; Right, Class President Dr. James E. Barone: still a practical man.

members' memories of their professors
and their Jefferson education in general.
Dr. Aponte and Dr. Rupp were the
clear favorites of those who answered
the questionnaire, as they we re of those
who attended the reunion dinner at Jefferson Hall. Others mentioned often as
"favorite professors" included D rs. Robert C. Mackowiack, Irving J. Olshin,
and O. Dhodanand Kowlessar. Scores of
others were mentioned also, though
many respondents faile d to list any, possibly agreeing with John F. Motley,
M.D., a pediatrician entering private
practice in Lansdale, Pennsylvania, who
observed: "too many to list. I have a
positive feeling for the men who have
helped me and have forgotten the ones
that did not. "
Clearly one thing that hasn't been
forgotten by virtually all of the respondent s, and presumably most of their classmat es who did not answer, is their education at Jefferson and their attitudes
toward that education. Though discontent was prevalent during their student
days, in light of their maturity as physicians and after having an opportunity to
compare their pr eparation with that of
colleagues from other institutions, a
whopping 55 of the 65 survey respondents indicated that they were satisfied
with their Jefferson education. Of these,
47 indicated that, given the choice of a
medical school again, th ey would
choose Jefferson. Only four indicated
that they would not choose Jefferson
again , whil e 13 indicated that they were
not sure , or that some other factors

might en te r into the decision.
Of those satisfied with their Jefferson
education, many had comments, criticism and/ or suggestions.
"No doubt a better medical school
education than a lot of my colleagues,"
was the comment of Gary K. Buffington, M.D., a fam ily p ractitioner in Pensacola, Florida. That opinion was mirrored somewhat by the comment of
Norman E. W ilson, M.D., an anesth esiologist in Gai thersburg , Maryland, who
received his specialty training at Harvard's Massachusetts General Hospital:
"The more general, rounded medical
education at Jefferson prepared me well
for a specialty that overlaps with and
requires knowledge of multiple medical
specialties." Dr. Barone, the class president, also agreed: "The clinical education at Jeff meshed nicely with my residency and internship in general surgery
at a non-university big-city hospital."
Other comments came from David
W. Jones , M.D., an emergency physician in Boulder, Colorado, who wrote
that a Jefferson education "compares favorably with the more prestigious
schools." Edwin P. Ewing, M.D ., a pa thologist at the Walter Reed Army
Medical Center commented on the curriculum: "I am convinced that the discipline-oriented curriculum we had is superior to the system-oriented curricula I
have seen elsewhere."
Obviously, not all the comments were
lauda tory. Many respondents indicated
that they felt the large class size was a
disadvantage because the professors did

not have an opportunity to really ge t to
know the students, though many others
indicated that the y had had a warm,
personal relationship with a number of
professors during their Jefferson years.
For those uncomfortable in a class of
186, the current 223 would be even
more unacceptable. According to some
critics, the plethora of students was not
matched by an abundance of competent
and interested professors. Among tho se
voicing this criticism was the class'
number one student, Augusti n J.
Schwartz, M.D. , now a hematologist!
oncologist in Palm Beach Gardens,
Florida, who complained tha t he was
exposed to "too few int erested and able
professors" whil e at Jefferson. "The uneven quality of professional competence
in the clinical years" both er ed Daniel B.
Gould, M.D. , a nephrologist pract icing
in Palo Alto, California, who also complained that "the re ar e never pre-paid
envelopes for surveys."
evertheless, he returned his survey
questionnaire, as did about one-third of
the class of 1971. Th e significance or
relevance of their answers is in the inter est they provoke. Th e validity of
drawing any conclusions therefrom is
suspect, though the survey seemed to
show that the class of 1971 is pre tty
much what it might be expec ted to be: a
rather conventional group of young
doctors with conventional opinions, a
conservative outlook (mostly unchanged
from their medical school days) and certainly not representative of or pr oducts
of the past decade of uph ea val.

Dr. Juli e E.K. Timins
and her husband, Dr. Eugene L. Timins, '69 (left) and Dr. and Mrs. David R. Cooper: Most of the class is conventional in their family lives.

search committee

the

jefferson
scene

On July 12, 1976, the Board of Trustees
of Thomas Jefferson University approved the formation of a Search Committee to find a successor to Dr. Peter
A. Herbut who died suddenly on March
31..1976. George M. Norwood, Jr.,
Vice-President for Planning, had been
appointed Interim President.
The Board of Trustees designated the
Committee for Master Planning to function as the Search Committee for President. This Committee is broadly representative of the constituent groups of
the University. By virtue of their deep
involvement in long range planning for
the institution, its members ar e well acquainted with the mission and objective s of Jefferson , as well as the requirements for the Presidency.
Heading the Search Committee for
President is Frederic L. Ballard, ViceChairman of the Board of Trustees and .
Chairman of the Committee for Master
Planning. Three Alumni are among the
members of the Committee: John Y.Templeton, III , '41, President of the Alumni
Association of Jefferson Medical College,
John J. Gartland, S'44, Imm ediate Past
President,andJamesH. Lee,Jr., '45.
The first meeting of the Search Committee was being held as this issue of the
Bulletin was going to press. More detailed information on the search will be
provided in the next issue. Meanwhile,
inquiries may be addressed to George V.
King, Director of Development of
Thomas Jefferson University, who is
serving as Executive Secretary of the
Search Committee.

new chairman
Following the June 30 retirement of Dr.
Julius Coon as Chairman of the Department of Pharmacology (see p. 2), Dr.
Carmine Paul Bianchi assumed the post.
Dr. Bianchi, who received his Ph.D. in
physiology from Rutgers University,
had been a Professor of Pharmacology
at the University of Pennsylvania.
Dr. Bianchi had been associated with
the University of Pennsylvania since
1962, prior to which he had been an Assistant Member of the Institute for

Dr. Bianchi

Muscle Disease. He had also been a
Public Health Fellow and a Visiting Scientist at the National Institutes of
Health. His major field of research interest is elec tro lyte ph armacology, and
he has published articles on this and
other topics.
Past Pr esident of the Philadelp hia
Physiological Society and the John Morgan Society, he is a member of the Ameri can Pharmacology Society, the American
Ch emi cal Society, the American Physiological Society and the New York Acad emy of Sciences,am ong others.
Dr. Bian chi, wh o lives in Swarthmore, is married and has thr ee children.

achievement award
With the addition of the recipient of
this year's Alumni Achievement Award,
Dr. Jo On o '28, the membership of distinguished men so hon ored by Jefferson
becomes int ern at ional. D r. Ono, who
came from Jap an to accep t the award
and to attend his 50th reunio n at Lafayette Coll ege in Easton , Pennsylvania,
also receiv ed an honorary Doctor of
Laws at TJ U's Jun e 11 Commenc ement
exercises.
It was on Decemb er 24 of last year
that two letters arri ved at the Ono residence in Tok yo, one by air, the other by
sea. Both contained news of his selection for 1976 honors at Jefferson. However, neither the Alumni Association
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Dr. /0 Ono: Recipient ofboth theAlumni AchievementAward and an honorary degree

nor the Administration had knowledge
of the other's selection. It was a very
special Christmas for the Onos.
Dr. Ono began his medical career
with an internship and residency at Jefferson, a special study of chest diseases
at the Pennsylvania State Sanitarium
and a study of bronchoesophagology
with Dr. Louis H. Clerf '12 at the Chevalier Jackson Clinic. At the invitation
of St. Luke's International Hospital in
Tokyo, he returned to Japan in 1934 to
become Chief of Internal Medicine and
Otolaryngology, which position he held
until 1945 when he retired because of
the war and entered general practice. In
1947 he received a Doctor of Medical
Science from Keio University School of
Medicine and in 1948 became a Visiting
Professor of Bronchoesophagology there.
Among Dr. One's many contributions
to medicine was his work in organizing
the International Federation of OtoRhino-Laryngological Societies (IFOS)
in 1965 and becoming its Chairman and
Executive Director until 1973; he still
remains a Councillor of this society. He
has been a Regent of the American College of Chest Physicians since 1953 and
was influential in forming the Society's
Japanese chapter. Since 1971 he has
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been the Director of the Society for
Promotion of International Otolaryngology (SPIO), of which he is also a
founder. Due in great measure to his efforts, the Japanese government in 1952
legally recognized bronchoesophagology as a medical specialty with
status equal to internal medicine and
surgery. Dr. Ono has given more than
50 courses in bronchoesophagology and
thereby instructed more than 1500 physicians in the subject.
Dr. Ono , who is a member of many
other Japanese, American and international medical specialty organizations,
has lectured abroad, been the official
delegate of Japan to international meetings 15 times and been an officer of 15
medical societies. He was Secretary
General of the Fifth International Congress on Diseases of the Chest and of the
Eighth International Congress of OtoRhino-Laryngology. Former President
of the International Bronchoesophagological Society, he was recently elected
President of the 13th International
Congress on Diseases of the Chest , to be
held in Japan in 1978. The physician has
published eight books and 100 medical
papers and has editorial connections
with nine publications.

Jefferson is not the first institution to
recognize and honor Dr. One's achievements. In addition to an honorary Doctor of Scienc e degree from Lafayette
College, Dr. Ono was awa rded a Gold
Medal , an International College Award
at the Ninth International Congress on
Diseases of the Chest in Copenhagen in
1966 and a Gold Medal for Meritorious
Contributions at the Tenth World
Congress of Oto-Rhino-Laryngology in
Venice in 1973. He was made Honorary
President of the 11th Int ernational
Congress of Broncho esophagology in
1965 and has been an Honorary Advisor
to the Otolaryngological Society of Japan since 1962.
Dr. John J. O'Keefe '37 Emeritus Professor of Otolaryngology, pr esent ed the
award to Dr. Ono at the June 10 Annual
Alumni Banquet, attended by over 600
in the Bellevue Stratford Ballroom.
Alumni Association President John Y.
Templeton III '41 hosted the affair at
which Dr. David M. Dav is and Dr. Bernard J. Alphers also were honored (see
page 35). Dr. John B. Montgomery '26
gave the invocation, and Dr. Francis J.
Sweeney, Jr. '51 gave a memorial to the
late Peter A. Herbut. Dr. Philip Nimoityn spoke for the graduating seniors.

pgh closes
In mid -February th e Rizzo Administration announced th e intended " phaseout" of Philadelphia General Hospital,
which be gan as an almshouse in 1732
and has been providing the city's indige nt with medical care ever since. June,
1977 is th e projected closing date.
The deci sion followed lengthy investigations of the institution by federal
and state health departments and the
joint Commission on Accreditation.
PGH was cited for its inadequate staff ,
its failure to acquire modern equipment
and its gen eral ph ysical deterioration.
Health consultants estimated that it
would cost the City $50 million to renovate existing stru ctur es to meet minimal
standards and $105 million to rebuild
PGH.
Th e City alleges that th e shut-down
will save taxpayers these costs and an
additional $10 million per year in operating costs. It plans to spend $3.5 million to ren ovate Landis State Hospital,
at Girard and Corinthian Streets, which
will provide r are for the 400 non-acute
patients currently housed at PGH. The
Administration hopes to persuade area
private hospitals to accept the approximately 200 ,000 outpatients per year,
100,000 of whom were emergency room
patients, that PGH has traditionally
treated. About $800,000 is projected to
be spent to upgrade District Health
Centers, which are expected to take on
part of the outpatient load.
Proponents of the closing contend that
in addition to being a budgetary problem , a city-run hospital for the poor like
PGH inevitably leads to a two-class system of medical care. Those whose insurance coverage or private resources permit will seek, and in fact have sought,
private hospital accommodations. The
indigent are forced to accept what has
become, some allege, second-class care at
the city-run facility because it is the only
segment of the health care system to
which th ey have access.
While virtually no one in the health
care community disputes Philadelphia
General's inadequacy, the decision to
close the Hospital, predictably, was a
controversial one . The Chairman of the
Board of Trustees at PGH resigned

when the decision was announced, indicting the system of under-financing
that allowed the once-esteemed PGH to
deteriorate to its present state. He also
objected to the City's failure to consult
either the Board or the Hospital's senior
medical staff prior to announcing the
phaseout. The Medical Staff issued a
statement calling the move "precipitous ," and a group called Concerned
Physicians for PGH articulated the
doubts felt by many that area hospitals
could " absorb" the PGH patients as
readily as the City seemed to hope.
Citizen and neighborhood groups objected that the move will most affect
those least able to cope: the old, with
non-acute problems like incontinence
and senility; those whose chronic medical problems outlast their insurance
coverage and therefore their access to
private facilities; prisoners, addicts, the
homeless, skid-row bums and others of
society's unblessed. Community groups
were also unimpressed with the City's
unspecific " commitment " to keeping viable PGH's much praised programs for
drug and child abuse, rape victims and
neonatal care for babies born to heroin
addicts. The political expediency of
closing down a facility that benefits only
the poorest at a time in which an $80
million City budget deficit had impended brutally upon the public consciousness, cannot be lost on those of
even minimal political astuteness. Those
with a sense of irony must also be struck
by the expectation that all PGH structures will be razed and the land reserved for a hotel complex.
Observers point out that the decline
of PGH really began in the 1960s when
Medicare and other insurance coverage
allowed most patients to choose their
own hospital; the Hospital had 1858
beds in 1960 as compared with fewer
than 900 today. The area voluntary hospitals who are expected to pick up segments of PGH's constituents note, however, that insurance coverage does not
always provide the hospital with complete reimbursement. In Pennsylvania,
Medicaid, for example, pays only $6.00
to a hospital for an outpatient visit
which actually costs the hospital about
$20.00. While the City uses the emptybed count to support its contention that

PGH patients will be abl e to obtain care
from the voluntary hospitals, it is argued that empty beds do not necessarily
imply the resources or th e commitment
to meet th e need.
It should be noted that city-run hospitals around th e coun try are all plagued
with budgets declining almost in proportion to their physical plan ts; the
American Hospital Association reports
that 14 so-called charity hospi tals closed
in 1975. Next Jun e, however, Philadelphia will become the only major U.S.
metropolis with no city- run hospital for
th e indigent.

commencement
Jefferson's 152nd Co mme ncement took
place Friday, Jun e 11, at Ph iladelp hia's
Academy of Music . The Med ical Co llege awarded degrees to 217 men and
women , one summa cum laude, three
magna cum laude and 11 cum laude.
Twelve College of Graduat e Stud ies
students received the Ph.D. degree and
nine the M.S. Bachelor of Science degrees were awarded to 79 stude nts .
Dr. Gonzalo E. Aponte '52 was chosen to administer th e Oath of Hippocrates. Honorary degrees we re awarded
to Marion Anderson, Roger W . Heyns,
Arthur C. Kaufmann, Jam es C. Michener and Dr. Jo Ono '29, also the win ne r
of this year's Alumni Achi evement
Award.

class day
When the number of awards and prizes
annually presented at Commencem ent
to graduating seniors appeared to be approaching unmanageable proportions, it
was decided in 1964 to hold spe cia l
Class Day exercises honoring the award
recipients. Since that tim e Class Day
has become a part of the Medi cal College tradition, evolving its ow n trad itional program of activities.
Each year, for instance, the class
chooses a faculty speaker to address
them; this year Dr. Irving J. Olshin, Pro fessor of Pediatrics, spoke on " Medical
Life: Balancing Service with Self-Fulfillment " at the June 10 ceremonies in
McClellan Hall. Usually, too, the senior
class President speaks; because the class
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of '76 chose to elect five equal representatives instead of conventional officers,
representative Eugene E. W oUel spoke
for the class.
Although it is not strictly speaking
traditfonal, it is not uncommon on Class
Da y for the winner of the Alumni Prize
for the high est cumulative average for
all four years of medical school to be
awarded several of the oth er prizes as
well. Thi s year's Alumni Prize winner,
Neal Flomenb erg, was no exception,
winning the Henry M. Phillips Prize in
Medi cin e, the William Potter Memorial
Priz e in Clinical Medicine and the W.B .
Saunders Company Prize for the highest
senior yea r grade average . Th e Henry
M. Phillips Prize in Surger y went to Michael O. Stick and the Obstetrics and
Gynecology Pri ze to Joanna Miller.
Larry S. Andrews won the Charles La
Belle Prize for the outstanding candidate for the Docto r of Philo soph y degree in the College of Graduate Studies.
Anoth er set of honors presented annuall y at Class Day are the Christian R.
and Mary F. Lindback Awards for Distinguished Teaching. Two awards ar e
presen ted, one for the clinical and one
in the pre-clinical disciplines; the
recipients of the awa rds th is year are
Dr. Carla E. Goe pp and Dr. Gabriel Cer6n respecti vely.
Dr. Goepp is a gradu ate of Ge orgetown University School of Medi cine.
She completed her int ernship and residency in int ernal medicine at Jefferson,
serving as Chi ef Medical Resident on
the Jefferson service at Phil adelphia
General Hospit al in her third year. Dr.
Goepp also took a two-year Fellowship
in On cology and Cytogeneti cs at the
National Cancer Institute.
Beginning her teachin g ca ree r as an
Instructor of Medicine at Jefferson in
1968, Dr. Goepp is now an Assistant
Professor of Medicin e in the Division of
Oncology and Genetics. She is the coordinator for the freshman clinical course
and for the sophomore clin ical course .
Dr. Goepp is also Pro gram Director of
the Medi cal Department at our Lad y of
Lourdes Hospit al in Camden. Certified
by the American Board of Internal
Medicine and a Diplomate in the subspecialty of oncology, Dr. Goepp is a
member of the Servi ce Committee of
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the American Cancer Society, Phila delphia Division.
Dr. Gabriel Cer6n, Assistant Professor of Anatomy at Jefferson, received his
M.D . from the National University of
Bogota, Colombia, and his Ph.D. in
Anatomy from the University of Florida
in Gainesville. He came to Jeffer son in
1971 from his medical alma mat er
where he was Chairman of the Department of Morphology and Head, Cell
Biology Section. He was also a member
of the research staff at Colombia's ational Institutes of Health.

Dr. Cer6n has held grants from the
U.S.N.I.H., the W orld Health Organization and from the Nat ional University
School of Medi cine in Bogota. He is a
member of several Colombian profes sional organi zations and has published
scientific articles.
Breaking with tradi tion, or perhaps
beginning a new one, the class of '76
pr esented their senior portrait at Class
Da y as we ll. Dr. Edward H. McGehee
'4 5, Professor of Family Medicine, was
chosen for the hon or. He was a profile
subject in the Fall '74 Bulletin.

Senior class portrait: Dr. Edward H. McGehee '45. A Prof essor of Family Medicin e and a
Board certified internist, Dr. McGehee came to Jefferson f rom private practice in 1973. The
portrait by artist l ose F. Marcote will hang in the auditorium at 1025 Walnu t Street.

class notes

class notes

1900

1926

1951 to 1965 as Psychi at rist-in-Ch ief at the
Institute of Living in Har tford.

Dr . Harry Richardson has been chose n
"Reside nt of th e Alpine ," a Pennsylvania
reti re ment ce nte r. Dr . Rich ards on first
practiced medicine in Pennsylvania 's coal
mining regions near Silverbrook, and lat er
practiced industrial medicine for em ployees
of the Penn sylvania Rail road. Dr. Richardson says that he enjoys life at the Alpine located in Hershey .

Dr. J. Wallace Cleland recently received a
placque from the Delaware County Medical Society for 50 years of service. At Jeffer son for his 50th reunion in June Dr. Cleland
presently is residin g in Waverl y, Ohi o.

Dr. Cecil H. Coggins, 200 Glenwood Cir. ,
Monterey, Ca ., is a rear admiral (ret ired
rn.c.) in the U.S. Navy.

1915
Dr. Warren S. Reese, 2118 Locust St.,
Philadelphia, was honored by the Ophthalmic Club of Phila de lphia as one of its surviving found ers and because he was a pionee r in intraocular implant surgery in the
United Sta tes.

1917
D r. Hen ry L. Bockus, 250 S. 18th St., Philadelphia, was the guest of honor at th e
Golden Gala held in the University of Pennsylvania Museum for the be nefit of Graduate Hospit al. Guests included members of
the Bockus In ternati onal Societ y. At Grad uate Hospital th e Bockus Institute of Research is named for the ren owned gastroentero logist. Dr. Bockus is Emeritus Professor
of Medicine at the University of Penn sylvania and continues to serve as consulta nt in
gastroenterology at Graduate Hospit al,
Abingto n Memorial Hospital and Bryn
Mawr Hospital. He received Jefferson's
Alum ni Achievement Award in 1964.

Dr. Morris Harwitz practices medi cin e in
Wilmington, Delaware. Dr. Harwitz and
his wife, Fannie, have three sons. Gordon,
on Long Island , is a high official for the
OSHA of th e U.S. Department of Labor.
Daniel (class of 1965), of Miami , heads a
highly success ful famil y practice housed in
his own medi cal building and runs an
equally vib rant HMO. Paul is President of a
financial firm headquarter ed in Wilmington . During the 19505 and 1960s he was a
famou s radio personality as Dr . X and Dr .
Delnorth.
Dr. William C. Schultz, Jr. , 134 Clayton
Ave., Waynesboro, Pa., who retired in 1973,
spe nds ten months of the year in St. Pet ersburg, Florid a.

1930
Dr. Francis J. Braceland has been honored
with the Ameri can Psychiatric Association's
Distinguished Servic e Award. Dr. Braceland is curren tly Editor of th e Ameri can
Journal of Psych iat ry, and he is a past President of th e APA. Dr . Braceland served from

Dr. Don B. Weems, 105 E. Mantua Ave.,
W enonah, N.J., writes that he recently suffer ed two myocardial infarctions and was
atte nded at Jefferson.

1932
Dr. Frederick W. Deardorff, Indian Creek
Ap t. 215, W . Wynnewood Rd., Wynn ewood, Pa., retired from practice in January
1976 for reasons of healt h.
Dr. William L. Hughes, 721 Viewmont
Ave., John stown , Pa., is reti red but works a
few hours daily at th e hospital.
Dr. Jacob Lichstein, 3870 Latrobe St., Los
Angeles, was appointed Associat e Clin ical
Professor of Medici ne at U.C.L.A. School of
Medicine. He is Physician Emeritus at th e
L.A. County-U.C.L.A. Medi cal Cent er. He
has writt en more th an 35 medical papers
and has taught at six unive rsity medical
schools. He is past President of the Southern Ca lifornia Society of Gastroe nt erology.
Dr. Joseph Lom ax, 610 San Servando , Coral
Gab les, FI., wri tes that he is retired but still
does some clinical teaching with students at
th e Med ical School of the University of

1918
Dr. Da vid R. Brewer, RR # 1, Box61, Clear
Spring, Md., has been retired for 11 years. He
sends regards to his classmat es and writ es that
his ac tivities as ga rde ne r and hou sekeeper
hel p him to main tain his health.
Dr. Chin Wen Low , 982 Yenan Rd., Shanghai,
Peopl e's Republic of China, wrote to classmate Reynold S. Griffith that he is now 84
years old and is living with rel"a tives. He sends
regards to all his classmates .

1925
Dr. Emery D. Wise, 95 Fairmont Ave., Fa irmont, W . Va., marked his50th yea r in practice and his 50th wedding anniversary thi s
yea r. Dr. W ise represented all physicians in
his county's celeb ration of Doctor's Day.

The class of 1926 held its 50th reunion dinner at the Bellevu e Stratford and a stag luncheon
the next day at the Union League. Over 600/0 of the class members were present.
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Miam i. He and his wife recently attended
his 50th reunion at th e University of Pennsylvania and they hope to attend the 45th
reunion at Jefferson in 1977.

1933
Dr. John R. Bower, 1669 Garfield Ave.,
Wyomissing , Pa., went on the Alumni Trip
to Belgium, Holland and Germany. " Have
covered most of th is territory before but enjoy th ese pla ces very much."
Dr. C. Perry Cleaver, 250 Main St., Catawissa, Pa., retired this year from practice
and was honored for 33 years of service to
Bloomsburg Hospital in January. Fifty persons were guests at a dinner in his honor.
He will continue to work at Danville State
Hospital for one more year.
Dr.N. VanSant Myers, 480 Navesink River
Rd., Red Bank, N.J., retired from his practice
of proctology in 1968 and has since been travelling around th e world by freighter. He
writes that he is enjoying his retirement years
better than any time in his life.

1934
Dr. Hugh G. Grady, 813 Wyncote House,
Wyncote, Pa., is a Visiting Professor of Pathology at Jefferson through October, 1976.

1939

1941

Dr. Wayne A. Geib, 5004 Falcon Ridge Rd.,
Roanoke, Va., writes that he had a nice visit
with classmate Gordon Page and his wife in
St. Petersburg, Florida in January.

Dr. Charles N. Bums, 445 Wyoming Ave.,
Kingston, Pa., has been elected to the Board
of Direct ors of Nesbi tt Memorial Hospital
in Wilkes-Barr e. Dr. Burns, a urologist, is
Pr esident of th e Nesb itt Medical Staff.

Dr. Arthur I. Sims, 3215 Columbia Pk., Arlington, Va., is a Clinical Professor of Pediatrics at Georgetown University Medical
School. He was recently appointed a consultant in pediatrics at th e IH .
Dr. Isadore Slovin, 710 W . Mat son Run
Pkwy ., Wilmington, De. , is active coordinating music and medical cruises. "W ould like to
hear from any alumni interested: '
Dr. Henry H. Stroud, 708 Ashford Rd., Wil mington, De., received the Distinguished
Service Award from the Medical Society of
Delaware.

1940
Dr. Frank M. Grem, 546 N. Elmwood Ave.,
Oak Park, n., writes that his daughter, Jean ,
will enter Jefferson as a freshman in September. His son, Philip, and daughter-inlaw , Judy, graduated from Jeff in June.
Dr. Richard I. Rich, P.O. Box99130, Tacoma,
Wa. , retired in 1975. " Enjoying much that I
was too busy to appreciate before."

Dr. Stanley G. McCool, Veterans' Hospital,
Jefferson Barracks, St. Louis, Mo., is a staff
ph ysician in int ernal medicine.

Dr. Harry C. Bantly, 6 N. 3rd St., Reynoldsville, Pa., is returning to practice after hav ing had open heart surgery in 1975. He
practices in a group of six ph ysicians which
he founded, one of whom is Dr. M. Boyd
Brandon '42. He is also Chi ef of Staff an d
Chief of Surgery at Dubois Hospital an d
Chief of Staff of th e Mapl e Avenue Hospital
in Dubois.

1943
Dr. John K. Wilson has been elected to
memb ership in th e Buncombe County Medical Societ y. Dr . Wil son, a pediatrician, formerl y served as Chi ef of Ped iatrics at the
Daniel Boone Clinic in Wh iteburg, Kentu cky. He now has offices in Black Mountain, North Carolina.

1936
Dr. Barclay M. Brandmiller, 5104 Market
St., Youngstown, Oh. , was honored by the
Catholic Service League for volunteer service to the agency. Since 1946 he has treated
600 infants and children under the care of
the League,
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1942

Dr. William L. Schaefer, Jr. , P.O. Box 229,
Valle y Rd., Mt. Gr etna, Pa., is a full time
staff phy sician at V.A. Hospital in Lebanon,
Pennsylvania. His primary duties are in the
Admi ssion Servic e and Per sonnel Physician's Office.

Dr. T. Henry Dembinski, Rt. 8, Box 802,
Hot Springs, Ak., is a candidate for the
state Senate from Garland County, Arkansas. Dr. Dembinski, who is active in
civic affairs , has practiced medicine in Hot
Springs since 1946.

Dr. Martin L. Tracey, 3810 Poinciana Dr. ,
Lake Worth, Fl., is pra cticing internal medicine at the Lake Worth Medical Center.

Dr. Frederick A. Robinson, Jr., 160 Foxcat cher La., Medi a, Pa., retired from Philadelphia Gen eral Hospital and the University of Pennsylvania Med ical School facult y.
He is still in a pr ivat e practice of internal
medicin e in Lan sdowne.

Dr. J. Wallace Davis, 73 1 Woodleave Rd.,
Bryn Maw r, Pa., has been promoted to a
Clinical Associate Professor of Surgery
(Plastic) at Jefferson.

1935

Dr. Oscar H. Cohen, 115 Church St., Boonton , N.J., is a Fellow of the American College of Nuclear Medicine and has passed his
Boards in Nuclear Medicine. He is working
part time at the V.A. Hospital in Lyons,
New Jer sey.

Dr. James A. Collins, Box 22, Riverside , Pa.,
is Chairman of th e Division of Medical
Servi ces at Geisinger Medical Center. A
gastroenter ologist, he has been President of
th e Montour Co unty Med ical Society and
the Penns ylvania Societ y of Int ernal Medi cine. He is a Clinical Professor of Medicine
at Milton S. Hershey Med ical Cen ter.

19448
The class of 1926 presented this cane at
graduation to then Samuel D. Gross Professor John Chalmers Da Costa. Da Costa
gave it to JMC and a bequest from Dr. Vincent McDermott '26 will update the cane
with a name plate for each Gross Professor
in perpetuity.

Dr. Agustin M. deAndino, Doctors' Medical Center , Santurce, P.R., was in Philadelphia in Jun e for th e gradua tion of his
son, Richard. During ac tivities at the
Dean's Lun cheon Dr. deAnd ino presented
to Jefferson th e diploma of the first Puerto
Rican graduate. Th e diploma of Dr. Antonio Goi curi a, class of 1874, signed by Drs.

Gross, Pancoast, Meigs and DaCosta, will
be placed in the Archives.
Dr . Robert G. Salasin, 6012 Pacific Ave.,
Wildwood, N.J., was honored with a testimonial dinner sponsored by the .Union
League of Cape May County of which he is
a former President.

1945
Dr. Ste phen F. Balshi, 3354 Green Meadow
Ci., Bethlehem, Pa., writes that his daughter,
Kathleen , graduated from Jefferson in June,
as did her husband, Dr. Frank Kucer in 1974.
In September his son,James , will enter JMC.
Dr. Jose L. Carcia-O ller, 3401 Nashville
Ave., New Orleans, is President of the
American Council of Medical Staffs.
D r. Vict or M. Ruby, 101 S. Montgomery
Ave., Atlantic City, N.J., writes that his eldest son, Edwa rd '71, has just completed an
endocrinology Fellowship and entered the
Army. His son, Samuel, graduated from
JMC in Jun e and his daughter, Marianne
(Emory Medical School '75), is beginning an
ob-gyn residency under classmate Jame s
Lee at Jefferson .
Dr. Pe ter J. Savage, 28 Center Ave.,
Plymouth, Pa., writes that his fourth son,
Michael, is a member of th e freshma n class
at JMC.

1946
Dr. Harry E. Fidler, H-21O, Th e Hamlet,
Delray, Fl., has retired from practice for
reasons of health. He lives half the year at
the abov e address and half in Hawley,
Pennsylvania in the Poconos .
Dr. DeArmond Li ndes, 3229 E. Linde n St.,
Tu cson, Az., is a colonel in the USAF at
Davis Monthan AFB. He is Chief, Primary
Care Services th ere.

Dr. John M. Koval, 4017 San Amaro Dr .,
Miami , Fl., not es that his son, Jon, graduat ed from th e University of Miami Medi cal
School in 1974.
D r. Joh n A. Surm onte has been named
Chief of the Medical Staff at Salem County
Memorial Hospital. He held this position
previously from 1969 to 1972. A Diplomate
of the American Board of Surgery, Dr. Surmonte recently completed a postgraduate
course in surgery at Harvard. He and ~is
wife have three children and reside in
Penns Grov e, New Jersey .

1948
D r. W illiam H. Ann esley, J r., 135 Lankenau
Medical Bldg., Philade lphia, has recently
been elected as Chairman of the Section of
Ophthalmology at the Philadelphia ColIege
of Physicians. Dr . Annesley also is the Treasurer of the Retina Society. He currently is
Chairman of the Department of Ophthalmology at Lankenau Hospital, Chief of the
Retina Service at Wills Eye Hospital, and
Attending Surgeon at Wills Eye Hospital.
D r. Joh n D. Bealer, 3639 Emerson Ci. , Beth lehem, Pa., isa class"A" T rustee ofthe Genera l Service Board of Alcoholics Anonymous.
He has also been elected th e first " civilian"
Board member of A.A.W .S. All other members of A.A.W .S. are recovered alcoholics.
Dr . Bealer is Assistant Medical Director of
the Bethlehem Steel Corporation. He is a
member of the American Medical Societ y
on Alcoholism and a D irector of the National Council on Alcoholism.
D r. Richard L. H uber, 1112 Columbia St.,
Scranton, Pa., is a Trustee and Councilor
for the Third District of th e Pennsylvania
Medical Society. A mem ber of the medical
staffs of Moses Taylor, Community and
Mercy Hospitals in Scranton, Dr. Huber has

been Presiden t of the Lackawanna County
Medi cal Society and has been very active in
PMS affairs for 10 years .
Dr. W. Clark Kittleberger, Jr., has joined the
active staffof th e Qu akertown Community
Hospital in th e Department ofGynecology.
He resid es in Telford, Pennsylvania.
Dr. Richard M. Landis, 1315 Clayton Rd.,
Lan cast er, Pa., retired from the army Reserve
in 1976. He writes that he has a daughter in
her second year of medical school, a daught er
finishing a physical education major, adaughter lookin g at colleges and a son engrossed in
Scouts and model airp lanes.
Dr . Robert C. Laning, 2112 Wicomico St.,
Falls Church, Va., is Assistant Chie f, Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, for support
of the operational force s of th e Navy. " It is
good to get ba ck to th e continental U.S."

1949
Dr. Gerald Marks , 255 S. 17th St., Philadelphia, is the Program Director for a Jefferson-sponsored program, Flexible Fiberoptic Colonoscopy, a multidiscip linary international symposium, to be held September 22-24, 1976 in Cherry Hill , New Jersey.
Dr. Joh n D. Paul, Jr., 716 N. Lime St., Lancaster, Pa ., has been appointed a Clinica l
Assistant Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology at Jefferson.

1951
Dr. Charles S. DeBonis, 32 First Ave., Kingston, Pa., has been appointed to the Board
of Directors of Nesbitt Memorial Hospital
in Wilkes-Barre. Dr. DeBoni s is a specialist
in cardiology and internal med icine.
D r. Victo r F. Greco, E-Z Acres, Drums, Pa.,
has been appointed Medical Consultant for

Dr. Harry C. Smith, 2105 8th St., Douglas,
Az., was elec ted Chi ef of Staff at Chochise
County Hospital in Douglas , Arizona.
Dr. J. Donald Wentzler, Box 219, Montoursville, Pa., is an an esth esiologist in central Penn sylvania. Recently he took a sixmonth sabbatic al leave to attend the University Klinik of Er langen, West Germany,
as a guest anesthesiologist. He also teaches
German and Austrian medical students
eac h summe r. He and his wife are restoring
an old farm hom estead.

1947
Dr. Herbert S. Bowman, 96 Carol PI., New
Cumbe rland, Pa., has been promoted to
Professor of Medicine (Hematology) at the
Milton S. Hershey Medical School. He is
the author of 41 papers.

The class of 1948 at their 28th reunion at The Homestead in Hot Springs, Virginia .
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Portrait

of the
Physician,
at his Best

Dr. Medoff: 'T he artist captured me as I am. "
Dr. John Ca pe lli '62, who made th e b iogra phica l remarks at th e May 7 pr esentati on of Dr. Joseph Medoff's portrait to th e
Unive rsity, recall ed in his own pr eceptorship with Dr. Medoff helping treat a young
wo man with advanced met astatic ca rcinoma and int estinal obstruction. The situation wa s unrelievedly difficult and discouraging for all involved . Th e pati ent's
co nd ition declin ed slowly, painfully and inevitably. Th e family had become exha uste d
emo tio na lly an d finan ciall y du ring th e pro longed an d intract abl e ordeal. Dr. Ca pe lli,
as a juni or medical stude nt, fou nd th e questions, th e fear s and th e bitterness inc reasingly difficult to cope with and asked Dr.
Med off how even th e expe rie nce d physician
co uld co me to deal with suc h suffering and
fru stration, "John," he said. "When a
pati en t is a t h is worst, th at' s wh en a physicia n must be at his best. "
Dr. Med off, a Clinical Professor of Medi ci ne wh o gradua te d from Jefferson in 1939
and who has been on sta ff here since 1946,
still ha s th e enthusiasm for medi cin e of a
man wh o never ente rtained a noti on of entering any othe r profession . Seve ntee n
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members of the pr esent generation in his
famil y a re MDs. Dr. Medoff cannot imagine
pra cti cin g med icin e without teaching, because, " In addi tion to its individual rewards, teaching unquestionably leads to
better patient ca re."
Th e gastroen terologist was the first Jefferson professor asked to be a preceptor in
1957; since then he has had a junior student
every six weeks and one resident eve ry
month, in additio n to his regu lar hous e staff
su pervisory respo nsibilities. Although he
also gives lectur es in gastroen terology to
sop homores, most of his prec ep tees requ est
th e training on the advice of form er preceptees. D r. Medo ff says the pr eceptorship
is the bes t way to teach cl inical medicine if
the instructor is pa tien t and willing to devote a great deal of time to his studen ts. " I
feel 1 first have to gain the respect of th e
pr eceptee," he says, "and then show that 1
respect him (or her) as we ll by allowing him
to participat e in decisions an d to make his
own t rial and erro r mista kes when feasible. "
Th at D r. Med off is a respected and popular teacher is evide nce d in part by his having received th e Christian R. and Mary F.

Lindback Award for Distinguished Teaching in 1967 and a 1971 award for outstanding teaching presented to him by the
Jefferson medical residents. It is perhaps
better expressed, however, by some of liis
former students, who seem to have nothing
but superlatives for Dr. Medoff, as a physician, as a teacher and as a person. In the
words of one former preceptee: "Quite simply, Dr. Medoff makes his elective work . He
was invariably interested in teaching,
patient with my ignorance, concerned with
the care of his patients, well informed in his
field and considerate of my personal and
profe ssional needs. I can frankly say that I
found him one of the nicest men that I have
ever known. " One student called him "a
throwback to the Oslerian era," and several
said their precepteeship with Dr. Medoff
was the best experiencr the y had had at Jefferson . "Of all the staff men I have come in
contact with in the last four yea rs," noted
another graduating senior, " D r. Medoff
comes closest to my idea of what a Clinical
Professor should be. He give s his tim e and
energy without restraint, he teaches, he
gives his externs responsibility, he makes
you feel important; and he really treats you
like a son or daughter for six weeks."
Commissioned by Jefferson's Hobart Amoru Hare Society, Dr. Medoff's portrait was
painted by Zit a Davisson. The sittings were
done in Dr. Medoff's officeand took about 20
hours . Senior stude nt Carol Boerner, who
coordinated the portrait pr esentation for th e
Hare Society, says that raising the money to
finance the painting was almo st embarrassingly easy. Contributors included Hare Society alumni, Dr. Medoff's form er students
and residents, colleagues and even patients.
Dr . Medoff has a special relationship
with the Hare Society, having taken the ad visory position to the then-defunct Society
in 1960, revitalized it and made it the most
active such society at Jefferson during his
I6-year association. Consistently fine and
prestigious speakers have been one of the
Society's major attractions; thi s year, for example, Dr. Medoff arranged Georgetown
Professor Proctor Harvey's successful visit.
It was a time-consuming but enjoyable job
for Dr. Medoff, who resigned the post this
year only to permit Dr. Robert Wise 's successor as Chairman of th e Department of
Medicine to choose his own man for the position. Dr. Medoff still is active on many
committees both of the University and of
the Alumni Association.
Most people find it impossible to verbalize their feelings about becoming a part of
the portrait tradition, and Dr. Medoff is no
exception; his immediate reaction to the
portrait is to want to go back and look at it
again and again. He is very pleased with the
artist's rendition. "Ms . Davisson really had
me sized up," he says. "Many people have
said they don 't see me that way, but noneJ.R.M.
theless she captured me as I am."

Comprehensive Health Planning for Pennsylvania. He has been active in health care
planning, having been recently appointed to
the Health and Hospital Planning Council of
Northeastern Pennsylvania. He also serves as
a member of Governor Shapp's Advisory
Commission for Anthracosilicosis and Lung
Related Problems. He was instrumental in
having the chronic lung disease clinic established at th e Hazleton State Hospital.

1952
Dr. W illiam J. Duhigg, 1270 Overlook Rd.,
Lakewood, Oh ., is Director of Neurology at
St. Vincent Charity Hospital in Cleveland.
Dr. Eugene E. Kegel , 1059 Columbia Ave.,
Lancaster, Pa. , has a son who is a sophomore at Jefferson and a daughter who is a
freshman. "Both love it!"
Dr. Jack L. Mahoney, Hospital Moma
Yemo, B.P. 169 Kinshasa, Republique du
Zaire, and his wife are working with FOMECO, an int ernational medical organization providing medical care in Zaire at the
country's largest hospital. As Chief of th e
Department of Otolaryngology he handles
many otological problems such as otitis
media, head and neck tumors and a larg e
variety of plastic cases. Dr. Mahoney's wife
is a surgical nurs e.

1953
Dr. William E. Delaney, after 22 years in
pathology, has begun a two -year residency
in internal medicine at Lank enau Hospital.
He has also be en appointed an Associate
Professor of Pathology at Jefferson . He formerly was with St. Vincent's Hospital in
New York City. He and his wife, Marge, will
reside at 408 Millers Lane, Wynnewood.
Dr. Werner J. Hollendonner, 3607 ottingham Way, Hamilton Sq., .J., is th e Medi cal Director of Morris Hall , has a private
practice in int ernal medicine and is on the
Associate Active staff at Mercer Hospital.
"Married to the former Lee Sargeant and
have thereby acquired six children."
Dr. Thomas M. Ullmann, U.S.C.G . Support
Ctr., Governors Island, N.Y., entered the
U.S. Public Health Service and has been assigned to the Coast Guard.

1954
Dr. Robert A. Hinrichs, 2007 Galatea T er. ,
Corona-del-Mar, Ca., just finished an interesting year as Chief of Staff of 475-bed
Hoag Hospital in Newport Beach. His son,
Mark, will come east to attend Amherst
College this fall.

Dr. Howard E. Sullivan, Jr. , hasbeen elect ed
to the Board of Directors ofthe Ha verford
School. He is Chi ef, Servi ce of Allergy- Immunology at Bryn Mawr Hospital and an Associate Professor of Medicine at th e University of
Pennsylvania School of Medi cin e.

1956
Dr. Robert N. Cottone, For est and Fr ankli n
Sts., Trenton, .J., is President of the Medical Staff at St. Fr anci s Med ical Center. He
is also Head of th e Secti on of Urology and a
member of th e Board of Trustees the re.
Dr. Ernest R. Griffith , 1805 Vincennes Rd.,
Richmond, Va., has been na med Chai rman
of the Department of Reh abilitat ion Medicine at th e Medical Coll ege of Virginia.
Prior to his new post, Dr. Gr iffi th served as
Assistant Direct or of th e Dep art ment of
Ph ysical Medicin e and Reh ab ilita tion at
th e Unive rsity of Cinci nna ti.
Dr. Hyman R.Kahn, 1149WestburyR d.,J enkin town , Pa., has ente red a new three-man
group for th e pract ice of internal medicine.
Th e pra cti ce is locat ed in Elkins Park.
Dr. Charles K. Mervine, III, 1500 Sandy Hill
Rd., Norri stown, Pa., isa Diplomate of the
American Board of Family Pract ice.
Dr. Edward L. Minier, 212 Grand Ave., Box
449, Hackettstown , N.J., is Chief of the
Medical Staff at Hackettstown Hospit al.
Dr. Charles J. Stahl, 14105 Flint Rock Rd.,
Rockvill e, Md ., a Ca ptai n in the Medi cal
Corps of th e Unite d Stat es avy, is a Diplomat e of th e Ame rica n Board of Pathology in
Anatomic Pathology, Cli nical Path ology,
and Forensic Pathology. He is Chairman,
Dep artment of Laboratory Med icine, National Naval Medi cal Center , Bethesda,
Md.; Con sultant in Laborat ory Medicine,
Bureau of Med icin e and Surgery; and Clinical Course Direct or, Lab orat ory Schools,
Naval Health Scien ces Edu ca tion and
Training Command, as wellas Professor of
Pathology, George Wa shington niversity
School of Medicine, and Professorial Leehirer , Graduate Sch ool of Arts and Sciences, George W ashin gton University. For
service at th e Armed Forces Institut e of Pathol ogy from 1965-75, he received th e Joint
Service Commendati on Medal in April
1975. He is a form er Editor, Journal of Forensic Sciences; Honorary Fellow, American College of Legal Medicin e; and Honorary Memb er , Hollywood Academy of
Med icin e.

1957
Dr. Robert C. Bastian, Jr. , 46 Grandview
Rd., Williamsport , Pa., has been na med a
I-Iuman Resource of the Unit ed Sta tes by
the American Heritage Resear ch
Association.
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1958
Dr. GeorgeE.Hudock,Jr., 51 E. Valley View
Dr., Courtda le, Pa., is a Dipl omat e of the
American Board of Pat hology. He is Med ical
Direct or of th e Lab orat ory for anticoke
State Hospital: Co- Di rec to r of th e Path ology
Laborat ory of Me rcy Hospi tal and Lu zerne
County Co rone r, among othe r posts. He is
also President of Laboratory Procedures of
W ilkes-Barre and Co nsulting Pathologist to
ne ighbo ring county co rone rs.
Dr. Marvin Z. Rotman, 59 E. 80th St., New
York, has been named a Fell ow of th e
Ame rica n Co llege of Radi ology. Dr . Rot -

man is affiliat ed with Flower 5th Avenu e
Hospital, Metropolitan Hospital Ce nte r,
Bird S. Co ler Hospital in Queen s, and
C rasslands Hospital in Valhalla.

1959
Dr. Robert V. Davis, P.O. Box295, Wa verly,
Pa., is taking a one-year Fellowship in retinal
sur gery in ew York beginning in Jul y.
Dr. Lawrence ]. Mellon, 708 . Mort on Ave.,
Mort on, Pa., has been prom oted to Clinical
Assistant Professor of Community Health and
Preventive Medicine at Jeffer son.

1960
Dr. Robert P. Bridenhaugh, 300 0 akdale Rd.,
Martinsburg, Pa., has been named a Dip lomat e of th e America n Board of Family Practice. He has been pract icing medicine in Martin sburg since 1963, after a residency in
int ern al med icin e at York Hospital.
Dr. Ernest C. Dunn, 15 E. Newcastle Rd.,
Oc ean C ity, N.J., is the 1976 President of
Sho re Memor ial Hospital Medical Staff and
a member of its Radiology Depa rtment. Dr .
Dunn is married and has four children.

South Philadelphia's "Country Doctor"
Dr. Michael Ori ente, 46, a general pra ctiti oner in South Philadelphia, will never be
mistaken for a matinee idol.
But whe n he ste ppe d into a crowded ban qu et room at Palumbo's on a Friday in
Mar ch , a middle-aged woman suddenly
leaped to her feet and screamed " We love
you, doct or."
early 400 others join ed her , clapping
and shouting th e doctor's praises. Before he
left Palumbo's nearly two hours lat er , Dr.
Or iente had more lip stick on him than an
Avon lad y.
He also had two awards for humanitarianism, symbols of the love and respe ct that
his patients, his friends and th e City of
Philadelphia hav e for him.
"A ll I do is my job," said Dr. Oriente.
"They' re trying toshow their appreciation,
but I don 't feel like I'm doing anything
specia l."
Everyone else, however, does.
"We all love him ; he 's a country kind of

Dr. Oriente: affection and appreciation
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doctor," said Mari e Di ubil e, 66, one of th e
doctor's patients and a leader of the South
Philadelphia Ladies of Charity, who hon ored th e doctor yeste rday.
" Wh en you' re sick, he comes that qu ick,"
she said, snapping her fingers. "Older
people love him . He charges $5 a visit . He
co mes II , 12 at night. I don 't know how his
wife stands it : '
"When I go to church on Sunday, I always pray for him ," said Mary Benefiel, 54.
" W e can' t do enough for him. "
The doctor, whose offices are at 918
Catharine St., seemed uncomfortable in th e
midst of th e adulation.
" It' s scary," he said.
When he entered the hall and saw the
400 people there, he chided Mrs. DiNubile,
who had promised him that this was to be
" a small affair:'
His wife, Isolon , said she understood how
the patients felt . "He's so gentle and passive, you can't help but love him, " she said.

" And to th e childre n (patients), he's just a
big lollipop: ' (Dr. Ori ente admitted that he
does magic tricks for th e child ren. )
Anthony Zecca , deputy to Mayor Frank L.
Rizzo, awarded Dr. Ori ent e the Philadelphia
Bowl an d ca lled him an "extinct species."
"Today, you call doct ors and they make an
appointment for three weeks lat er," Zecca
said. "The only one who has more patients
than th e doctor is his wife."
Then th e doctor rose to another standing
ovation.
"The love emanating from this affair is
indescribable but deeply felt," he said.
" South Philadelphians ar e a special people.
They have a subtle but deep-seat ed tie of
togetherness. I'm proud to be part of that:'
After the luncheon, th e doct or was kissed
and hugged by almost everybody. Th en,
even though yesterday was his day off, he
quietly left to "make a few calls to pati ents
and go to th e hospital."
Courtesy of 1'flJlDiklphla Inqul,.,.

Dr. David Green, 1030 N. Elmwood Ave.,
Oak Park , II., writes that he isspendinga sabbatical six months in Leiden, the Netherlands , through July of 1976. He will return to
Northwestern Medical School in August.
Dr. Howard E. Hock, 75 Union St., Montclair, N.J., has been reelected Associate
Chief of Staff of the Newark Eye and Ear
Infirmary Unit of United Hospitals of Newark . He has been a member of the staff since
1965. Dr . Hock is certified by the American
Board of Otolaryngology.
D r. Harvey M. Levin, 7754 Clements Rd.,
Wyncote, Pa., has been promoted to a Clinical Assistant Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology at Jefferson, at the Methodist
affiliate .
D r. Arnold H. Weinstein, 10 Mott Ave.,
Norwalk, Ct., writes that his first child, a
daughter, was born on June 26, 1975, Margery Topper.

1961
Dr. Kenneth A. Greenawald, 431 Westche ster St., Birmingham, Mi., is Chief of the
Division of Chemistry and Executive Vice Chairman of the Department of Pathology
at Henry Ford Hospital in Detroit .
D r. James A. Lehman, Jr., 870 Cliffside Dr. ,
Akron, Oh., writes that a daughter was born
December 4, 1975, Nicole Elizabeth .
D r. Elliott Perlin, 2717 Weller Rd., Silver
Spring, Md., is at the Naval Hospital, National Naval Medical Center in Bethesda as
Chief, Hematology/Oncology Branch. He is
now a captain.

D r. Will iam M. Shue, 586 Fairview T er. ,
York, Pa., has been installed as President of
the York County Medical Societ y. Dr. Shue,
a York surgeon, is a Diplomate of th e American Board of Surgeons and a Fellow of the
American College of Surgeons.

Dr. Blewitt maint ain ed a private practice
in int ernal med icine an d neph rology in Burlingam e, Ca lifornia . He was also Clinical
Assistant Professor of Med icine at Stanford
School of Medi cine. Dr . Blewitt and his
wife, Anne, have four ch ildren.

Dr. Da vid K. Subin, 770 Washington St., San
Diego, writes that his practice is going well .
He is an Assistant Clinical Professor of Orthopaedics at the University of California, San
Diego, and rotating Chief in the Hand Surgery Service. He was admitted into the American Society for Surgery of the Hand thi s year.
He is associated in his busy practice with
three other orthopaedists.

Dr. Alan R. Freedman,57 Levering C i., Bala
Cynwyd, Pa., is Chi ef of Ambul at ory Pediatrics and Dir ector of the Pediat ric Clinics at
Penns ylvania Hospital. He, his wife, Arlene,
their two daught ers and one son, have lived in
Bala Cynwyd for sixyears .

1962
D r. Irwin Beck er, 216 W. Chelten Ave.,
Philadelphia, has been ap pointed Director
of Service in th e Department of Family
Practice at Germantown Dispensary and
Hospital. Dr. Becker is an Assistant Clinical
Professor at Temple University Medical
School. President-elect of the Philadelphia
Academy of Family Physicians , Dr . Becker
was elected in 1974 to a three-year term as
a Director of the Penns ylvania Acad emy of
Family Practice .
D r. Sta nley Bernstein, Professional Bldg.,
Bridgeton, .J., has been appointed a Federal Aviation Examiner and attended the
Federal Aviation Agency convention in February. He is Board certified in
family practice.
Dr. Geor ge Blewitt, 21 Patriot Ci., Devon ,
Pa., is Associate Director of Clinical Services of Smith Kline & French. Previously

D r. Ronald F. Green,1 81 E. 73rd St., ew
York, is in the pra cti ce of physical medicine
and rehabilitation and is on th e staff of ew
York Hospital-Corn ell University Medical
Coll ege.

1963
D r. Andre R. Boissevain, 109 Quaker Farm
Rd., Oxford, Ct. , has joined the Unive rsity
of Connecti cut Scho ol of Medicin e as an
Assistant Professor of Family Medicin e. Dr.
Boissevain previously pract iced family
medicine in Seymour .
D r. Rodger J. Winn, 36 Pemb roke Rd.,
Summit, .J., has been appoin ted to the
Stat e Board of Publi c Health. He is Chief of
On cology at SI. Barn ab as Hospital and a
member of the Community Practice Committee of the Ame rican Association of Clinical On cologists.

1964
D r. Henry I. Bab itt , 4623 Hawksbury Rd .,
Baltimore, writes that his third daught er,
W endy Lauren, was born on March 9,1975.

The Philip Syng Physick House in Philadelphia 's Society Hill was the scene of
1961's reunion party .
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Reunion classes of 1951 (above) and 1956 held dinner danc es in Jefferson Alumni Hall. Nearly 50% was on hand from both classes.
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He has recently been named a Fellow of the
Ameri can College of Cardiology an d the
American Co llege of Physicians.
D r. Geo rge E . Fl em ing, Oak Knoll, Hollidaysburg, Pa., has be en appointed Director
of Anesthesia at the Altoona Hospi tal. He
was pr eviou sly Chief of Anesthesia and Inhalation Therapy at Lenoir Memorial Hospital in Kingston, North Ca rolina. He was
also Medi cal Director of the Respi ratory
Th erapy Program at Lenoir Community
College. D r. Fleming is a Fellow of the
American College of Anesthesiologists and
a Diplomate of the American Board of
Anesthesiology.
D r. Nicholas R. Sale rn o, 7 Stuart Dr.,
Bloomfield, Ct ., wri tes tha t his son, Matthew, is three and a second child was expect ed in June. He is in a gro up practice of
radiology in Hartford.
Dr . Vincen t R. A. Sande rson, 701 . Hermitag e Rd., Greenville, Pa., has joine d the
staff of Greenville Hospital. Dr. Sanderson
is a n ophthalmologist and ophthalmic surgeon, a Diplomate of the American Board
of Ophthalmology and a Fellow of th e
American College of Surgeons.

1965
Dr. Bern ard S. Casel, 313 . Fr ed ericksburg Ave., Ventnor, .J., writes that
he and his wife are enjoying th e two boys,
ages four and one . He pra ctices otolaryngology in a mod ern building and is Associate
Att ending Otolaryngologist at Atlantic City
Hospital.
Dr. Dav id F . Fi tc he tt , 3040 Crocker La. ,
Albany , Or ., is a member of the medical au dit committee of Albany General Hospital.
He joined th e Hospital staff in 1973.
Dr. Norman J. Kramer, 4142A Knob Oak
La., Charlotte, .C ., is practicing internal
medicine and endocrinology with a group
in Cha rlotte.
Dr. George W. Smith, 101 S. Second St.,
Harri sburg, is Director of th e Child and
Adolescent Programs of th e Mental Health
Ce nte r in Dauphin County. He has been
appointe d Assistant Professor in th e Department of Psychi at ry at th e Milt on S.
Hershey Medi cal Cent er .
Dr. Kent K. Smith, 10 Manning La., Ch erry
Hill , N.J., is Board certified in radi ology .
"Taking flying lessons, much to Mimi's
delight. "
Dr . Richard C. Wilson, 4384 Clearview c.,
Allent own , Pa., a medi cal sta ff memb er at
Sacre d Heart Hospit al, has been ce rti fied in
ca rdiovascular medicine and int ernal medi cin e. He is in group pra cti ce with th e Ham ilt on Int ernists Association.

1966
Dr, Warren D . Lambright is Director of the
family pract ice residency program at
Chestnut Hill Hospi tal. He resides at 10
Brondesbury Drive, Cherry Hill , New
Jersey.

Dr, Scott C . Ste in is Chief of Anesthesiology at Margate Hospital in Mar gat e,
Florida.

Dr. Stephen C. Padnes, 504 Edann Bd.,
Glenside, Pa., has been promoted to Clinica l Assistant Professor of Psychiat ry an d
Human Beh avior at Jefferson.

Dr. Vincen t J. Varano, 203 N. Crestwood
Dr. , Danville, Pa. , is practicing gastroen te rology at Geisinger Medical Center . He was
elected to membership in th e Ameri can S0ciety for Gastrointestinal Endos copy and
American Gastroenterological Associati on.
His second son, third child, arrived in Oct ober, 1975.

Dr. James S. Paolino, 9 Silver Spring Bd .,
W. Orange, N.J., is a Fe llow of the Ame rican Co llege of Physicians and a Cli nical Assista nt Professor of Rheumat ology at the
New Jer sey College of Medi cine in Newark.

Dr. David E. W illiams, 476 Prosp ect St.,
Lajol la, Ca. , has been certified in inte rn al
medicine and cardiovascular disease. He is
with the Scripps Clinic Medical Institutions
in the Cardiovascular Division .

Dr. Jerome Singer, 212 Croft Ridge Dr .,
Broomall, Pa., is pract icin g pediat rics in
Havertown wi th four associates.

Dr. Jonathan L, Williams, 524 Britton Dr .,
King of Pru ssia, Pa., writes that his first son
arrived in ovember, 1975. He is still on
the staff of St. Christopher 's Hospital for
Children in Philadelphia as a radiologist.

1967
D r. Jo seph P. Ch ollak, Jr. , 184 Brookside
Dr. , Medford, .J., writes "Living happily
in historic Medford with Penny and our two
children. Invo lved in four-man man group
famil y practice. Became Diplomate of
American Board of Family Practice."
Dr. Wi lliam M. Dellevign e is pra cticing
general surgery at Chester County Hospital
in West Ch ester and at Paoli Memorial
Hospital.

Dr. Melvyn A. Wolf, 1219 Lois Rd., Ambler , Pa., and h is wife ar e proud to announce th e recent birth of a son, David Michael. Th ey also hav e two daught ers, Ka ren
and Susan . Dr. Wolf has a solo ophth almology practice in Ambler.

1968
Dr. Charles M. Brooks, Il Woodl an d Ave.,
Bloomfield , Ct. , has been Board certified in
gastroe nte rology. His third child, Allison,
was born in October .

D r. Joel B. J urn ovoy, Delaware County
Medical Center, Broomall, Pa., is a Diplomate of the American Board of Dermatology and is on the Board of Directors of th e
Delaware County Medical Society.

Dr. IrvingS. Co lcher, 2660 Shady La., Lansdal e, Pa. , has op ened his own officefor the
practice of pediatrics in Audubon. He isa Fellow of th e American Academy of Pediat rics.

Dr. James P. O 'Har a, Rura l Route 4, Iowa
City, Ia., is in the private practice of ort hopaedics in Iowa City. He rec eived a Master
of Science from the University of Minnesota
in 1975.

Dr. Nicho las W . DiCuccio, Heml ock Dr.,
Lock Hav en , Pa., is a Fellow of th e Int ernational Coll ege of Surgeons. He pract ices
with the Clinton Association of Physician s
and Surgeons.

Dr. Leonard H. Seltzer, P.O. Box 269, Wil mington, De., recently spoke at the Univer sity of Mississippi Medi cal School on atopic
dermatitis.

D r. William K. Grossman, 58 Highland Blvd.,
Dallas, Pa., has been ce rtified as a Diplomat e
of th e Amer ican Board of Psych iat ry and eurology in th e field of psychi at ry.

Dr. Pa ul A. Sica, J r., Ste. 5B, 2300 Pennsylvania Ave., Wilmington, De., is in th e pra ctice of derm atology. He is on th e medical
sta ff at Wilmington Med ical Center and St.
Francis Hospital and has been elec ted to
th e Ameri can Board of Derm atol ogy. He
and his wife, Tri sh, have four children,
three dau ght er s and a son.

Dr. John A. Jefferies has joined the staffoft he
Mayo Clinic as a consulta nt in the Dep artment of Obstetrics and Gynecology. He is also
an Instruct or in Mayo Med ical School.

Dr. Stephen Slogoff, 8906 W eymouth,
Houston , is an Att ending Anesth esiologist
at Texas Heart Institute. An Associat e Examiner for th e Ameri can Board of Anesth esiology, he was recently elec ted to the
American Society of Anesth esiologistsAmerican Board of Anesth esiologists Joint
Council on in-training examinations.

Dr. Garth A. Koniver, 313 Glen Gary Dr. ,
Havert own , Pa., recentl y joined Papastouro s Associa tes, \ Vilmington, in diagnostic radiology.
Dr. Virginia Campbell Poiri er , 217 Ha thaway C t., Sacramento, Ca ., is in privat e
practi ce in diagnostic rad iology in Sacrament o. She was honored as th e loooth
memb er of the Sac ramento County Med ical
Societ y. She has one child, Brett , age thr ee.
Her husband , Tom, is a gastroente rologist.
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In Jewelry There Is Only Harmony, Peace and Beauty.

Even at its pinnacle, the short-lived creative
movem ent known as art nouveau was regarded by many as a lud icrous artistic ab erration. Historically c redite d with existe nce
only from th e 18905through the beginning of
the First World W ar , it reject ed theorthodoxyand conservatism of Victorianism and
cam e to have what were for its time revolu tionary politi cal and social overtones. Devotees of ca tch-phrase ide nti fica tio n usuall y associate a rt nouv eau with sensuous wom en 's
faces surrounde d by free-flowing, spiralling
hair. Like th e impressionists to whom th ey
were spiritu ally and int ellectually indebted,
how ever, the artiste s nouv eaux have had a
significant and wid e-ranging influence on art
in the 20th century.
Jefferson Professor of Otolaryngology Joseph Satal off, who has, almost by default,
be come one of th e few experts in the field of
art nouveau jewelry, beli eves art nouv eau
says someth ing basic about th e human spirit
that could only hav e emerged in a fre e society. Speaking about jewelry he says,
"Pieces in the art nouveau style are very individualisti c, ver y emotional. The sensuous,
chaste/e rotic, dr eam y quality about them
was an attempt to scree n out harshness and
go beyond reali sm."
Dr. Sataloff also finds art nouveau jewelry
the most interesting of all styles because the
pieces are more than designs. Like paint-

ings or sculptures, each brooch or pendant
makes a state ment or expres ses an emotion.
Many of them actually are sculptures or
paintings in miniature, complete with per spe ctive. The best art nouveau piec es reverberate; they make you think, the y are in
subtle ways always new, their beauty increases each time you see them. "T he real
art nouveau masters like Rene Lalique ar e
artists," says Dr. Sataloff. "Most jewelers of
other styles are merely craftsmen."
Craft, however, was almost as important
to the artistes nouveaux as the spiritual integrity of their work, and Dr. Sataloff feels
that the finest technique the jewelry world
has ever seen was done during the art
nouveau period in France. Although un-exotic materials like hom, tortoise shell , ivory
and glass were used more often than
precious stones, unusual effects were
achieved through the use of color and attention to the possibilities of various lighting conditions. The backs of the pieces
were as finely conceived and executed as
the fronts .
Dr. Sataloff has had ample opportunity to
study art nouveau jewelry first hand, because pieces of this style comprise the bulk
of his sizeable antique jewelry collection.
For security reasons, no collector will reveal the exact size of his collection. Likewise, both Dr. and Mrs. Sataloff stress that

Pieces in th e art

nouveau style from Dr. Sataloffs book.
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all the jewelry is kept in a bank vau lt for its
and their protection.
Th e physician be cam e a collec to r almost
accidentally. A dealer in antique books told
him of an antique jew elr y collec tion a Germantown woman was anxiou s to sell, and he
and his wife were curious enough to ta ke a
look at it. "The woman had 1500 pieces,"
Dr. Sataloff recalls, "laid out on beds, dressers, every available flat surface in several
rooms of a gloom y old house. We bought
two or three pie ces that day and had them
appraised. Wh en we saw their value, we
went back and started our collec tion by
buying 500 pieces."
As the collection began to interest Dr.
Sataloff seriously he made regular trips to
New York antique shops hoping th at diligence or se rendipity would uncover art
nouveau pieces of not e. "We sto pped in one
shop at the end of a long day," he reco un ts,
"and asked th e proprietor if he had any art
nouveau jewelry. 'No 1 don 't ,' he said, 'bu t I
couldn't sell it to you if I did . We've all
been alerted to save any pieces that come
in for some crazy doctor in Philadelphia: "
Dr. Sataloffhas since found th at he isthe
only major collector of antique jewelry in
Philadelphia. And he no longer pounds the
pavement in sea rch of new bijouteri e: every
two or three weeks dealersfrom New York,
Paris and London call and describe pieces to

him by phone, andhe now mak es all his purchases through such dealers or at auction.
As his collec tion grew, sodid Dr. Sataloff's
academic int er est in the subject. He began
first to read, and he now has 120bookson antique jewelry in his library. Ashe became
more knowledgeable he began towrite himself, scholarly articles in antique magazines
like the British Connoisseur (the re are no
comparable Ameri can publications), chapters on jew elry in a book on antiques and finall yhis ownbook, ThePleasuresoflewelry
and Gemstones. Th e Life magazin e-sized
book of 96 pages tra ces the histo ry ofjewelry
from an cient to mod em times, int erspersing
lush color photographs with lit erate commentson dates, quality, pertinent historical
background and style. It took Dr. Sataloff
about fiveyears to assemble the work , which
can only be described as gorgeous in the original sense of the word. The volume, published
by Octopus Books, ha ssold more than 50,000
copi es worldwide andhas been especially
success ful in Japan and Taiwan. Although Dr .
Sataloff received no royalties from th ese sales,
he has been workin g for the past four years on
a second book , thi s one dealingwith l000Parisian artist-jewe lers.
While an academi c study of jewel ry may
seem an unu sual pursuit, it is on e of the few
outlets open to th e jewelr y enthusiast. Unlike other arts , antique jewelry is rarely exhibited. Dr. Sataloff, for instance, has lent
some few of his pieces over the years to
Duk e and Rutgers Univer sities and currently to th e Smithsonian for unusual specia l showings, but th ere has never been an
an tique jew elry exhibi tion in Philadelphia.
Neither is antique jew el ry a popular lecture
topic. At a recent talk about his art
nouveau pieces before a Barnes Foundation
group, Dr. Sataloff not ed that what he said
had probably never been articulated in
publi c before. Antique jewelry in general
and art nouv eau jewelry in particular seem
to be subjects with few devotees and fewer
experts. 'There hasn 't been a book written
on art nouveau jewelry in 70 years," Dr .
Sataloff says, "a lthough there hav e be en
man y written on th e art nouv eau period. "
Some collec tors can wear, or see th eir
wives wea r, thei r tr easures, but for th e most
part th is, too, is impossible for th e Sat aloffs.
Many art nouv eau pieces wer e designed for
the stage and a re thus too out size and too
the atrical to be easily adaptable as accessories for a mod ern wardrobe. Additionally,
most art nouveau work is extraordinarily
fragile and delicate; wearing it consti tu tes a
substantial risk to th e value of the jewelry,
whi ch depends on perfect workmanship
rather than on precious stones or metals.
If jewel ry as art is a largely neglected
topic in th is count ry, for Dr . Sataloff it has
one mark ed advantage over the visual arts.
"Jewelry has none of the turmoil oft en represented in oth er art forms," Dr. Sataloff
notes. "In jewelry th ere is only harmony,
J.R.M
peace and beauty."

Dr. Kenneth B. Reynard, 1325 S. Newport
St., Denver, Co., is on the Radiology Staff at
the University of Colorado Medical Center
specializing in neuroradiology. He was recently elected to the Burlington County,
New Jersey, Track Hall of Fame.
Dr. Robert J. Risimini, 7 Bacon St., Port
Norris, N.J., is op erating th e Commercial
Township Health Center. The cente r provide s a full range of primary health care including a well baby stati on. Dr. Risim ini
also works with th e Cumberland County
W ell Baby sta tions and in th e Millville Hospital eme rgency room .
Dr, Howard N, Sabarra, 7533 Palm Rd., W .
Palm Beach , Fl., writes, "Conti nued enjoyment each da y from both the relaxed Florida
lifestyle and a growing partnership in private
practice of urology. Family is growing too,
with Joshua Benjamin born last year."
Dr. Vincent M. Vaccaro, 324 Sedgewood
Rd., Springfi eld , Pa., has been appointed an
Instructor in Obstetrics and Gynecology at
Jefferson , Lankenau affiliate.
Dr. Harold A. Yocum, 1651 B. Birch St., Ft.
Dix, N.J., passed h isorthopaedi c surgery
Boards and will become a Fellow of th e Amer ican Academy of Orthopaedic Surgery in
1977. He is Chief, orthopaedic service at Fort
Dix and isstill involved with the Boy Scouts.

1969

Dr. David J. Addis, 2 Prin ce St., Bordentown , .J., is in gene ral pract ice in Florence, New Jersey. He and h is wife have a
daughter , Amanda, age five, and an adopte d
son, oah.
Dr. Stanley N. Brand has joined a multispe cialty int ernal medicine group in Kansas
City, having completed his Fellowship in
gastroenterology at Montefiore Hospital in
Bronx in Jun e.
Dr. Alan S, Bricklin, 8735 S.W. 160th St.,
Miami , is in a pri vat e practi ce of pathology.
He and his wife, Bonnie , hav e two childre n,
Melissa and Seth .
Dr. Michael J. Ginieczki, 216 Belh aven
Ave., Linwood, .J., is certifi ed by th e
Board of Urology. He and his wife announce th e birth of their daughter , Rosimond, in Novemb er , 1975.
Dr. David F. Henderson, Meadow La., Bristol , Vt., and his wife, Sheila, have three
child ren, Erin , six, Keely, four , and Timmy,
two. "Began general pra ctice in Bristol,
Vermont, population 3000 , in July 1975.
Fishin g is great."
Dr. John H. MacIndoe has joined th e University of Iowa in Iowa City as an Assistant
Professor of Medicine.
Dr. Lee A. Malit, Briarcrest Gardens, Hershey, Pa., has been appointed Assistant Pro -

fessor of Anesthesio logy at the Milton S.
Hershey Medical Ce nte r. He was previously a Clinical Associate in Anesthesiology at th e NIH. He is a Diplomate of the
America n Board of Anesthesiology.
Dr. John M. Penta finished h is tour wit h the
Army in July and returned to Read ing,
Pennsylvan ia for th e pri vat e practice of
otolaryngology.
Dr. Fred P. Sheiman, 2301 Universit y Dr .,
Pembroke Pines, Fl., is in the solo practice
of ur ology at the above address and has
been recentl y certified by the American
Board of Urology.
Dr. Elizabeth S. Webb, 220 Bent Rd., Wyncote, Pa., an nounces th e birth of a son, Derek Andrew , on April 17, 1976 at Jefferson
Hospital.
Dr. Edward B. Yellig, 341 Mulberry St.,
Roch ester , N.Y., writes that a son, Edward
John , was born Oct ober 18, 1975. He finished a med ical reside ncy at the University
of Roch ester in June and began a medicalpsych iatric Fellowship In July.

1970
Dr.JamesB.Carty,Jr., 114 N. Merion Ave.,
Bryn Mawr, Pa., com pleted a 12-month Fellowship in ped iatric ophtha lmology at Wills
Eye and St. Chr istophe r's Hospital in Phila delphia and Child ren's Hospital in Washington, D.C . He is now in a part-time Fellowship
in ocu loplastic surgery at Manhattan Eye and
Ear an d New York Eye and Ear Hospitals. " I
a m also very ha ppy working with the fath er of
classm ate Jeff Reichel '70 in ophthalmology
a t Bryn Mawr ."
Dr. James W. Fox IV has joined Dr. J. Wa llace Davis '42 in a pract ice of plastic surgery in Phil ad elphia. Dr. Fox completed his
residen cy at th e University of Virginia
Medi cal Schoo l in July.
Dr. Robert P.Johnson, 1326 Map le Ave.,
Lan caster, Pa., a member of the Academy of
Family Physiciansan d the Academy of Emergency Physicians, is practicing at a family
health cen te r in ew Holland, Pennsylvani a.
He recently completed a family practice residen cy at Lancaster General Hospital. He is
married and has three ch ildren.
Dr. Robert I. Salasin, Qtrs 556B USMA,
W est Point, N.Y., completed a general surgical residency at Fitzsimons Army Medical
Ce nter in June, 1975 and is now a surgeon
a t th e above locati on. He writes that he has
four dau ght ers.

1971
Dr. Robert E. Chandlee, 3420 Mission
Ridge, Atlanta , Ca., has joined a hospitalbased radi ology group pract ice in Atlanta.
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Dr. D avid R. Cooper, 280 Iven Ave., St. Da vids, Pa., writes th at he has been very happily
ma rried for two years and has entered th e
practice of ortho paedic surgery in Lan sdal e.
Dr. Carolyn S. Crawford, 506 Spruce St.,
Philadelphia , has been na med Chie f of th e
Depart ment of eona tology at Albert Ein stein [orth in Philad elphia. She also holds
th e ran k of Assista nt Professor of Ped iatrics
a t Templ e University Sch ool of Medicine.
Dr. Edwin P. Ewing, Jr. , 2912 Aquari us
Ave., Silver Spring, Md ., has been certified
by th e Ame rica n Board of Pathology in
anatomic and cli nical pathology. He is now
a member of th e Dep artment of Experimental Pathology, W alt er Reed Army Med ica l Ce nte r in W ashington, D.C.
Dr. William C. Hamilton, 23 E. Hom est ead
Ave., Co llingswood, N.J., a reside nt in orthopaed ics at Jefferson , has received a
North Ame rican Travelin g Fellowship from
the American Or thopaed ic Associatio n. Th e
Fellowship inclu des a four-week tour of orthopaedic cente rs in th e U.S. and Ca nada.
Dr. Edward L. Langan, III, 1030 Remington Rd., Wynn ewood , Pa ., has been ap poin te d an Inst ru ctor in Ob stetrics ad d Gynecology at Jefferson, Lank en au affilia te.
Dr. Edward Rosof, 600 Somerda le Rd.,
Voorhees, N.J., comple ted a Fellowship in
pediatric endocrinology/diabetes at Phil adel phia's Children's Hospital. He is now in
the privat e pract ice of pediatrics.
Dr.Jeffry F. Rubin, 102 Harvest Ci. , Bala
Cynw yd, Pa., has been ap pointe d an Instructor in Orthopaedi c Surgery at Jefferson.
Dr. Joseph L. Seltze r, 116 Dup on t Wy .,
Wright Air Force Base, Oh. , is a staff anesthesio logist at th e Air Force Med ical Ce nter th ere. Anothe r son, Grego ry Parke, was
born on May 23, 1975.
Dr. T imothy E. Urbanski, 57 1 Coach Rd.,
Horsham, Pa., is in practic e in Ambler . He
passed his Boards in internal medicine and
is on th e staff at Ch estnut Hill Hospital.

1972
Dr. Antho ny J. Ca labrese, 208 Hobart D r.,
Laur el Sprin gs, j .J., is a gastroenterology
Fellow at Jeffe rson.
D r. Paul M. Dain er has begun a Fe llowship
in hemat ology at th e San Diego Naval Regional Medical Center. He rece ntly com plet ed duty as attending phy sician at th e
Port smouth Naval Regional Medical Cent er
and was sele cte d for prom oti on to lieutenant comma nde r.
Dr. Ste phen P. Flyn n, 245 Hollywood
Blvd., Havelock, N.C., wr ites that class-
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mates Gregory Edinger and James Blore
are doing a two-year tour of duty with th e
Naval Hospital in Ch erry Point, North
Carolina. " W e all passed our Board in family practice."
Drs. Joseph P. and Rosemary Andries
Horstmann, Merion Gardens, A404, Merion , Pa. , writ e that they were married in
December, 1975. "After Joe finishes his pathology residency at Jefferson he will start
his Berry plan with the Navy. I will finish a
psychiatry residency at the Institute of '\
Penns ylvania Hospital and hope to find
work where Joe is assigne d."
Dr. Lawrence Howard, 802 Jefferson Ave.,
Scranton, Pa ., is affiliat ed with th e Professional Medi cal Associates at th e abov e addr ess. Dr. Howard and his wife, Patricia,
have on e son, Michael Sean .
Dr. Richard R.P. McCurdy, 211 Sykes La.,
Wallingford , Pa ., complete d a residen cy in
inte rnal medi cin e at Jefferson in Jun e, 1975
and took a ca rdiology Fellowship at
T emple. He has been appointed to th e med ical staff at Method ist Hospital.
Dr. Robert E. Rinaldi announces th e birth
of Tracy Lynn on Dec ember 23, 1975. Dr.
Rinaldi is serving two yea rs at Lan gley Air
For ce Base in obstetrics and gynecology.
Dr. Jeffrey M. Rosch has op en ed an aller gy
and clinical immunology practi ce in Altoona , hav ing completed a Fellowship in
th e same at th e University of Pittsburgh.
Dr. Robert E. Steward, R.D. 6, Dan ville,
Pa., wr ites tha t he is co mpleting a general
surgery reside ncy a t Geisinger Med ical
Ce nter. He an d his wife, Dixie, have two
chil dre n, Robert III and Dwight , now four
an d two respec tively.

th e Indian Health Service in Albuquerque.
" My wife, Barbara, an d ch ildren, Tonia and
Gerrit , bid hello to all and encourage you to
visit th e beautiful southwest."
Dr. Frederick L. Kramer, 275 Bryn Mawr
Ave., Bryn Mawr , Pa., is a diagnostic radiol ogy resid en t a t Jefferson.
Dr. Paul D. Manganiello, 1000 Walnut sr.,
Philadelphia, is an obstetr ics and gynecology resid ent at Jefferson. He married a
gradua te of Jefferson's nursing school in
May, 1975, Wendy Obst.
Dr. Lynne E. Porter, 16 Fuller Rd., Apt . 7,
Foxboro, Ma., com pleted her medical residen cy at Miria m Hospital in Provid ence,
RI. and began a two-year gast roenterology
Fellow ship at Rhode Island Hospital in
Providen ce.
Dr. Cyril M.J. Puhalla, 1218 Walnut St.,
Ph iladelphia, finished his psychiatry residen cy at Jefferson and is staff psychiatrist at
th e Jeffe rson Community MH & MR Center . He has begun training in psychoanalysis
and will take advanced post-graduate work
at th e Institute of the Philadelphia Psychoanalytic Association.

1974
Dr. Tom E. Campbell, 2240 Glen coe Hills
Dr. , Ann Arbo r, Mi., was married in February to RoseMary Herman in Ann Arbor .
Mrs. Campbe ll is a student at the Ann Arbo r Schoo l of Nursing. Dr. Campbell is a .
residen t in pa tho logy at the University of
Mich igan Medical Center.

1973

Dr. John Hermanovich , Jr., 700 Ardmore
Ave., Ardmore, Pa., a second year resident
in int ern al medi cine at Lankenau Hospital,
has accepte d an appointment as a Fellow in
cardiology at the University of California at
Davis to begin in July, 1977.

Dr. Frank A. Borgia , 16 Fulle r Rd., Apt. 7,
Foxboro, Ma., is conti nuing a general surgery residency at St. Eliza be th's Hospital of
Boston.

Dr. Ja y R Trabin, 2207 Prior Rd., Wilm ingto n, De., isChairman , Dist rict Ill, of th e Jun ior Fellow Co llege Advisory Council of th e
Amer ican College of Obstetricians and
Gyneco logists.

Dr. Peter R Hulick, 29 Windflower Dr .,
Newark, De., wr ites that he spent the month
of January, 1976 attending classes at M.D.
Ande rson Hospi ta l and Tumor Institute in
Houston. He isa residen t in radiation therapy
at th e Wil mington Med ical Ce nter.
Dr. Alan S. Josselson has comp lete d his
training in inte rna l medicine at Wilm ington Medical Cen ter and is now a Fellow in
pu lmonary disease at Jeffer son. He and h is
wife, Gail , had their first child, Steven Daniel, on December 30, 1975.
Dr. Anton P. Kemps, 8500 Rio Grande,
N.W . Albu que rque, N.M., is working with

1975
Dr. Alan H. Bierlein, Unit ed Hospital Center, Clarksburg, W .V., married Miss Valerie
Scott in May. Mrs. Bierlein is Director of
Medical Records and Social Services-Quality Assurance at the United Hospital Center. Dr . Bierlei n just finished his first year of
a famil y practice residency.
Dr. John E. Hoc utt, Jr., 4005 Golfview Dr .,
Newark, De., is a famil y practice resident at
th e W ilmington Medical Center.

Dr. Eu gen e P. Hu ghe s, Jr. , 1000 W alnut
St., Philad elph ia, writes th at his seco nd
dau ght er , Mary Beth, was born in February,
at whic h tim e th eir first dau ght er , Amy, was
one yea r old.
Dr. Nathan A. Jacobson, 7830 Ca mino Real ,
K-406, Miam i, married Ricki Sue Eid elson
in Oct ober, 1975. He is continuing his reside ncy in inte rnal medici ne at Jackson Memorial Hospital.

an obstetrician/ gynec ologist pr acticing
in ew York City.
Elmer R. Grigg, 1914
Died Oct obe r 27,1974. Dr. Grigg had a
practi ce of ophthalmology in Boulder,
Colorado. His daught er survive s him.

Obituary

Dr. William M. Mirenda, Jr., is in a gene ral
surgery residency a t Roan oke Memorial
Hospitals. He resides a t 2208 South Jefferson Street , Roan oke, Virginia.
Dr. Jere F . Seelaus mar ried Mary F . Ramsay in April. Dr . Seela us was a resident in
inte rna l medicine at Bryn Mawr Hospital,
and isnow a resident in diagnostic radi ology
at Templ e Unive rsity Med ical Center.
Dr. Keith M. Staiman has returned to
Philadelphia for a resid ency in pediatrics at
Children 's Hospital. He recently completed
his first yea r of pediatric training at Beth Israel Medi cal C enter in New York. He is residing with his wife, Eva, and their daughter , Debra Anne, at 1530 Locust Str eet.

faculty
Dr. David M. Davis, Th e Nathan Lewis
Hat field Emeritus Professor of Urology, and
Dr. Bernard J. Alpers , Emeri tus Professor of
Neurology, wer e specially honored by the
Alumni Association at th e Annua l Banquet
on June 10 at the Bellevue Strat ford Hotel.
Dr. Davis served as Chairma n of the Department from 1935 to 1951, Dr. Alpe rs
from 1938 to 1965. President Templeton,
who presen ted each Professor wi th an unusua l desk telephone affixed with th e Jefferson sea l, read th e eng rave d citatio n. "The
Alu mni Associa tion of Jefferson Medi cal
Co llege recognizes th e significant contr ibutions to Jefferson and its stu de nts by distinguished teachers, David M. Davis, M.D .
an d Bern ard J. Alpe rs, M.D .

Frank M. Phifer, 1908
Died March 26, 1976 at the age of
89. Dr. Phifer, a resident of
Eureka , Illinois, was a urolo gist at numerous ar ea hospitals including Cook
County Hospital in Chicago where he
was responsible for organizing the Department. Dr. Phifer was an Em eritus
Professor of Urology at Loyola Univer sity wher e he was Chairman from 1919
to 1933. He was a member of the Amer ican Urological Association and the
American Board of Urology.
Arthur B. Landry, 1909
Died June 10, 1975. Dr. Landry was
Chi ef of Staff at St. Francis Hospital in
Hartford, Connecticut, wher e he had
practiced medi cin e for 60 year s. He was
the form er President of the Connecticut
Stat e Medical Society and the Hartford
County Medical Society. Dr. Landry received an honorary Doctorate in Human e Letters degree from St. Joseph
College in 1965. Dr. Landry served Jefferson for many years as agent for his
class of 1909. Surviving ar e two sons,
Dr. Arthur B. Landry, Jr. '56 and John
B. Landry and three daughters.

Dr. Franz X. Hausberger, 1009 Clinton St.,
Philadelphia, a Professor Emeritus a t Jefferson, is now a Clin ica l Professor in th e Depa rtment of Ana tomic Sciences at Templ e
University School of Dent istr y.

Fred P. Simpson, 1910
Died January 10, 1976. Dr. Simpson
was a gen eral practitioner in the Harri sburg, Pennsylvania ar ea.

Dr. Charles P. Kraatz, reti red Professor of
Pharmacology of th e Med ical Co llege, appeared as Bottom in the Hedgerow Th eat re
pro duction of "Midsummer Night's
D ream." Dr. Kraat z has ac te d with a number of local gro ups, including th e Players
Club of Swarthmore, The Ca fe Th eat re of
Allens Lane, th e Ba rnstormers an d th e
Poc ket Playhouse of Philad elphia.

Abraham L. Mann, 1912
Died September 14, 1975. Dr. Mann
pr act iced medi cine in Alba ny, ew
York and resided in Ell envill e.
Frederick C. Freed, 1913
Died February 4,1976. Dr. Freed was

Robert J. P. Harmon, 1914
Died October 7,1975 at the age of 87.
Dr. Harmon, an ophtha lmolog ist, reside d in Elcerrito, California.
Barney D. Lavine, 1914
Died Mar ch 27, 1976 at the age of 83.
Dr. Lavine, a gene ral practitioner in
Tr enton, New Jersey had served as
Medi cal Chief at St. Francis Medical
Cent er there.
Edward D. Leete, 1915
Died May 5,1976. Dr. Leete practiced
medicine in the area of Quincy,
Massachusetts.
Raymond A. Tomassene, 1916
Died February 21, 1976 at the age of
84. Dr. Tomassene had practiced oph thalm ology in Wh eeling, West Virginia
since 1921. A son survives him .
John J. Neal, 1917
Died April 20, 1976. Dr. Neal was a
general practitioner in Danville,
Virginia.
Asa L. Myer s, 1918
Died December 4, 1973. Dr. Myers, a
general surgeo n, was residing in Sarasota, Florid a at the time of his death.
Sam R. Lu ster, 1919
Died April 24, 1976. Dr. Luster , a general p ractitioner , resided in Los Angeles. A son survives him .
D. Russell Perry, 1919
Died April 22, 1976. Dr. Per ry was an
int ernist with offices in Durham, North
Carolina.
Henry V. Bories, 1920
Died July 3 1, 1975. Dr. Bories, an obstetrician/gynecologist, resided in Seattle,
Was hington.
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Henri E. Gauthier, 1923
Died February 2, 1976 at the age of 79.
Dr . Gauthier had been a surgeon in
Woo nsocket for mor e than 50 years and
was responsible for the accreditation of
Woonsocket Hospital and for its twoyea r residency program in general practice. A Fe llow of the American Col1ege
of Surgeons he had been President of its
Rhod e Island chapter and of the Rhode
Island Medi cal Society. Until his resignati on in 1961 Dr . Gauthier had been
Chief of Surgery at Woonsocket Hospital. Dr. Gauthier was very activ e in
civic affairs and received many honors
from his community. Dr. Gauthier
served for more than 30 years as the
State Vice Pr esident for Jefferson's
Alumni Association. He is survived by
his wife, Germaine, and three
dau ght ers.
Oscar S. Goodwin, 1923
Died April 22, 1976 at th e age of 81. He
had been practicing medicine in Apex,
North Carolina since 1924, and he had
never gone into retirement. A recipient
of the avy Cross for heroi sm and the
French Croix de Gu erre in World War
I, Dr. Goodwin received the Distinguishe d Service Award from the University of orth Carolina School of
Medicine where he completed his first
two years of medi cal training. He was a
memb er of the American Academy of
Family Physicians, physician to the
Norfolk and Southern Railroads and a
former President of the Seaboard Coastline Railroad Surgeons. He was also active in civic and churc h activities. He is
survived by his widow, Elizabeth, three
sons, and one daughter.
Joseph V. Springer, 1923
Died Jun e 28, 1975 at the age of 78. Dr.
Springer , who practiced famil y medicine in Portland, Or egon, is survived by
his widow, Ruth, and two daughters.
John J. Bums, 1924
Died Jun e 11, 1976 at the age of 76. Dr.
Burns, who had ret ired in 1970 from his
medical practice, lived on Philadelphia's Ritt enhouse Square.' He is survived by his widow, Anna , two
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daught ers and two sons, one Dr. Robert
B. Bums, '64
Thomas F. Cooper, 1924
Died Jun e 3,1976 at the age of 77. Dr.
Cooper was a retired vice admiral and
form er commanding officer of the ational aval Center in Bethesda. Since
his 1959 retirement he was a member of
the medical department of ConRail in
Philadelphia. He was a member of numerous military and medical associations. Surviving are his widow, Alice, a
daughter and a son.
Hoichiro Uchiyama, 1929
Died April 9, 1975. He had practiced
famil y medicine in Honolulu.
Charles L. Vick, 1929
Died April 30, 1976 at the age of 74.
Dr. Vick was a family practitioner in
Seaboard, North Carolina.
Edward P. Swartz, 1930
Died February 7, 1976. Dr. Swartz
practiced internal medicine in Scranton,
Pennsylvania.
Henry N. Bronk, 1932
Died January 31, 1976. Dr. Bronk practiced ophthalmology in Pittsburgh.
David Naidoff, 1936
Died suddenly May 5, 1976. Dr. Naidoff, who received his first Jefferson ap pointment in 1940, advanced through
the professional ranks until he was
named Clinical Professor of Ophthalmology in 1973. He was a member of
numerous organizations including the
American Academy of Ophthalmology
and Otolaryngology, the Association for
Research and Vision and the American
Association for the Advancement of Science. Surviving are his wife, Rose, and
two sons.
Charles Schlechter, 1939
Died March 13, 1976. Dr. Schlechter
had practiced general medicine in
Philadelphia.
James R. Swan, 1941
Died March 6, 1976 at the age of 65. In
1971 he retired as Medical Director of

the South Mount ain Restoration Center.
During World War II he served as Battalion Surgeon of the 394th infant ry
regim ent and received the Bronze Star
for service in Ge rma ny. He was a Fellow of the Ame rican College of Chest
Physicians and several other organizations, and at the time of his death was
employed parttime by the Bureau of
Medical Assistance in Har risburg. He is
survived by his widow, Romayne.
Eugene V. Higgin s, 1942
Died Mar ch 15, 1976. Dr. Higgins, Associate Medi cal Directo r of the U.S.
Life Insurance Company, had been a
member of the New York County Medical Society, the AMA and the Association of Life Insurance Medical
Directors.
Wasyl J. Polischuk, 1942
Died October 12, 1974. Dr. Polischuk,
who had been affiliated wit h Chester
and Taylor Ho spitals in Pennsylvania,
was a general practitioner in Chester,
Pennsylvania.
Howard W. Pierson, 1944J
Died May 1, 1976 at the age of 56. Dr.
Pierson pract iced medicine in New Jersey from 1947 until 1963 when he became Health Servi ces D irect or of the
Gary, Indiana Public Schools. He also
practiced medicine at the Ross Clinic in
Merrillville. He is surviv ed by his wife,
Mary and three sons.
John M. Apple , 1949
Died Mar ch 31, 1976 at the age of 53. A
urologist, Dr. Apple was a past President of the medical staff of St. Lukes
Hospital in Bethlehem, where he had
been a staff member since 1956.
Marshall T. Bagley, 1963
Died May 12: 1976 at the age of 38. A
urologist and genito-urina ry surgeon,
Dr. Bagley practiced in Manassas, Virginia. He was affiliated with Prince William Hospital and was acti ve in the
Washington Urological Associa tion and
the Prince William County Medical Society. He is surviv ed by his wife, Caroline, a son and a daughter.

Appointments Received by the Class of 1976
David A. Allan
Thomas Jefferson Univ ersity Hospital
Philadelphia
Ann A. Ashley
Mount Sinai Medi cal Center
Milwaukee, Wi.
Harry A. Bade, III
Roosevelt Hospital
New York
Raymond L Baraldi, Jr.
Bryn Mawr Hospital
Bryn Mawr, Pa.
David S. Batt
Methodist Hospital of Indiana
Indianapolis, In .
Richard J. Bearoff
Bryn Mawr Ho spital
Bryn Mawr, Pa.
James K. Beebe
Wilmington Medi cal Center
Wilmington, De.
Jonathan B. Belmont
Lankenau Hospital
Philadelphia
Joseph M. Bender
George Washington University Hospital
Washington, D.C .
Gary B. Bernett
Lankenau Hospital
Philadelphia
David G. Berry
Georgetown Unive rsity Hospital
Washington, D.C.
Donald M. Bielawski
Monmouth Medical Center
Long Branch, N.J.
Mark E. Blaker
Coney Island Hospital
Brooklyn, N.Y.
John D. Blannett, Jr.
Mercy Catholic Medical Center
Darby, Pa.
Carol F. Boerner
Bryn Mawr Hospital
Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Dennis J. Bonner
Thomas Jefferson University Hospital
Philadelphia
Robert E. Bonner
Pennsylvania Hospital
Philadelphia
Scott W. Bowman
Thomas Jefferson University Hospital
Philadelphia
Robert L. Boyd
Thomas Jefferson Univ ersit y Ho spital
Philadelphia
James E. Bradfield
Naval Regional Medical Center
Portsmouth, Va.
Harry M. Brener
Northeastern Hospital of Philadelphia
Philadelphia

Barry S. Brenner
Franklin Square Hospital
Baltimore
Ira Brenner
University of Virginia Hospital
Charlottesville, Va.
Robert R. Brenner
Mary Hitchcock Memorial Hospital
Hanover, N.H.
David C. Brock
Reading Hospital
Reading, Pa.
Martin D. Broff
University of Connecticut Health Center
Farmington, Conn.
Richard E. Brownstein
Western Pennsylvania Hospital
Pittsburgh
Elizabeth J. Buechler
Presbyt erian-University of Pennsylvania
Medical Center
Philadelphia
Charles N. Burns
Geisinger Medical Center
Danville, Pa.
William F. Cappiello
Monmouth Medical Center
Long Branch, N.J.
William S. Carter, III
Maine Medical Center
Portland, Me.
Lenn J. Chalfin
Albert Ein stein Medical Center
Philadelphia
Glenn B. Charlton
Washington Hospital
Washington, Pa.
Richard C. Cherkis
Strong Memorial Hospital
Rochester, N.Y.
Francis A. Chervenak
Metropolitan Hospital Center
New York
Michael C. Ciano
Stanford University Hospital
Stanford, Ca.
Mark A. Clark
Anderson Memorial Hospital
Anderson, S.C .
John R. Cohn
Thomas Jefferson University Hospital
Philadelphia
Raymond L. Coleman
Mercy Catholic Medical Center
Darby, Pa .
Joseph D. Conti
Lankenau Hospital
Philadelphia
Paul T . Cullen
W ashington Hospital
Washington, Pa.
William J. Daly
Medical Center of Western

Massachusetts
Springfield, Ma.
Richard M. DeAndino
Centro de Pra ctica de Familia
Caguas, P.R.
Vincent F . X. Qeeney
Andrew s Air Force Base Hospital
Md.
Edward C . Denny
Children's Hospital of th e
Di strict of Columbia
Washington, D.C .
James J. Dobson
Wilmington Medi cal Cent er
Wilmington, De.
John R. Donahue
Bryn Mawr Hospital
Bryn Maw r, Pa.
Miriam T. Dougherty
Thomas Jefferson University Hospital
Philadelphia
Brad M. Dworkin
The New York Hospital
New York
Herbert A. Ecker, Jr,
Harrisburg Polyclinic Hospital
Harrisburg, Pa.
Robert P. Eilers
East ern Penn sylvani a Psychiatric
Institute
Philadelphia
Richard F . Eisen
Kings County Hosp ital Center
Brooklyn , .Y.
Gary A. Emmett
Thomas Jefferson University Hospital
Philadelphia
Richard B. English
United Health & Hospital Serv ice , Inc.
Kingston, Pa.
Sanders S. Ergas
Latrobe Area Hospital
Latrobe, Pa.
Robert R. Farquharson
Ch estnut Hill Hospital
Philadelphia
Halley S. Faust
Good Samaritan Hospital
Phoenix, Az.
Charles S. Finch
Orange County Medi cal Center
Orange, Ca .
Neal Flomenberg
Bronx Mun icip al Hospital Center
ew York
David C. Foster
John s Hopki ns Hospit al
Baltimore
Barry Franton
Cooper Medical Ce nter
Camden, N.J.
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Christopher M. Frauenhoffer
Thomas Jefferson University Hospital
Philadelph ia
Ga rry L. F uller
Mercy Hospital
Pittsburgh
Edward H. H. Garber, Jr.
Harrisburg Polyclinic Hosp ital
Harrisburg, Pa.
Robert C. Garrett
The New York Hospital
New York
James H. Garvin, Jr .
Children 's Hospital of Phil adelphia
Philadelphia
Mark D . Gernerd
Milton S. Hershey Medi cal Cente r
Hershey, Pa.
Paul B. Gilman
New England Deaconess Hospit al
Boston, Ma.
Steven J. Glass
Th omas Jefferson University Hospital
Philad elphia
La rry R. Glazerman
Allen town Hospital
Allen town , Pa.
Robert L. Goldberg
Scenic General Hospital
Modes to, Ca.
Arthur J . Goldman
Mercy Catholic Medi cal Cen ter
Darby, Pa.
Scott M. Goldman
Thomas Jefferson Universi ty Hospit al
Phila delphia
Michael S. Goodman
Nassau Coun ty Medi cal Center
East Meadow, N.Y.
Marc E. Gottlieb
Albany Medical Center
Alba ny, N.Y.
Stewart G. Gottstein-Eidelson
Anchorage, AI.
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Kathleen J. Grant
Mercy Hospital
Pittsburgh
Linda D . Green
Th omas Jefferson Unive rsit y Hospita l
Phil ad elphia
Judith F. Grem
Harrisburg Hospital
Harrisburg, Pa.
Philip C. Grem
Harrisburg Hospit al
Harri sburg, Pa.
Jerome E. Groll
Worcester Ci ty Hospital
Worcester, Ma.
Roderick B. Groomes
Los Angeles Med ical Center
Los Angeles
Roy Grossman
Queens Hospit al
Hono lulu
Mark D. Hagedorn
Hartford Hospit al
Hartford . Ct.
Theodore J. Harrison
Bryn Mawr Hospit al
Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Timothy J. Heffron
Geisinger Medic al Center
Dan ville, Pa.
Thomas J. Hetrick
Akron General Hosp ital
Akron, Oh.
George J. Heymach, III
Th omas Jefferson Unive rsity Hospital
Philad elp hia
Bertrand J. High, II
Reading Hospit al
Readin g, Pa.
Brad L. Hilaman
Naval Regional Medi cal Center
Oakland, Ca .
Sandra W. Horowitz
Rush-Presbyt erian-St. Luk e's Hospital

Chicago
Paul J. Hoyer
Thomas Jefferson University Hospital
Philade lp hia
Richard A. Jacob y
Lank enau Hospital
Philadelphia
Kurtis D. Jen s
Butler Hospital
Providence, R.I.
Sally Ann Cunningha m Johnson
Duke Unive rsity Medical Cen ter
Durham, .C.
W. Edward Jordan, III
Chicago Medical School
Downey, II.
Ned H. Kalin
University Hospit al
Madi son, Wi.
Michael C. Kalla y
Ge nesee Hospital
Rochester, N.Y.
Yi HowKao
Th omas Jefferson University Hospital
Phil adelp hia
Scott M. Kastn er
Boston University Affiliated Hospitals
Boston
Barbara L. Kat z
Medical College of Virgin ia Hospitals
Richmond, Va.
Ste phen K. Kat z
Medical College of Virgin ia Hospitals
Richmond, Va.
Robert F. Kehm
York Hospital
York, Pa.
Richard C. Kernish
Bowman Gray School of Med icine
W inston-Salem, N.C.
Thomas S. Kilcheski
Hosp ital of th e University of
Pennsylvania
Phil adelphia

Kenneth I. Klein
Family Pract ice Center
Scott sda le, Az.
Raymond A. Klein
Monm outh Med ical Ce nte r
Long Bran ch , .J.
Kathy T. Kline
Hosp ital of th e Medical Coll ege of
Pennsylvania
Phil adelphia
Robert A. Kloss
Edward J. Meyer Memori al Hospit al
Buffalo, N.Y.
Rich ard L. Kradin
Pennsylvania Hospital
Philade lphia
Robert A. Krall
Th omas Jefferson Unive rsity Hospital
Phil adelphia
Joseph R. Kreiser, Jr.
Harrisburg Polyclinic Hospital
Harrisburg, Pa.
Frederic B. Kremer
St. Luke's Hospit al
Denver, Co.
John B. Kribbs
Geisinger Medical Ce nter
Danville, Pa,
Kathleen B. Kucer
Bryn Mawr Hospital
Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Stua rt F. Kushner
New York University Medical Center
New York
Alice M. LaFever
Universi ty of Maryland Hosp ital
Balt imore, Md .
John J. Lammie
Dwight D. Eisenhower Army Med ical
Cen ter
Fo rt Gordon, Ga.
Robert W. Lamparter
Geis inge r Med ical Ce nte r
Danvill e, Pa.
Lydia M. Lasichak
Geis inger Medi cal Ce nter
Da nville, Pa.
Rob ert A. Leipold
Ge isinger Medi cal Ce nte r
Danville, Pa.
Robert J. Lenox
Robert Packer Hospital
Sayre, Pa.
Andrew J. Le vin
Thomas Jefferson Unive rsity Hospital
Phil ad elphia
Norman P. Levin
Th omas Jefferson 'University Hospital
Phil ad elphia
Michael H. Levy
Mount Sinai Hospital
ewYork
Ivor F. Lewis
Geis inger Medical Cen te r
Danvill e, Pa.
Mark D. Lichtenstein
Deaconess Hospit al
Buffalo, N.Y.

John S. Liggett, Jr.
Pensacola Edu cation Program
Pensacola, Fl.
Paul R. Long
Geisinger Med ical Center
Danville, Pa .
Lawrence H. Lyons, Jr.
Chestnut Hill Hospital
Philadelphia
Nelson K. Lytle
Geisinger Medi cal Center
Danville, Pa.
G. Dwight Malone
George W . Hubbard Hospital of th e
Meharry Medi cal Coll ege
Nashv ille, Tn.
Richard J. Mandel
Th oma s Jefferson University Hospital
Philadelphia
Peter K. Marsh
Albert Ein stein Medical Center
Philadelphia
Donald E. Martin
Lank en au Hospital
Phil ad elp hia
Robert H. Martsolf
Conem augh Valle y Memori al Hospital.
John stown , Pa.
Robert G. McCairns, Jr.
Th omas Jefferson University Hospital
Philadelphia
James P. McCann
Co op er Medi cal Center
Camde n, N.J.
Edward J. McConnell, III
Wilmingt on Medi cal Center

W ilmington De.
Robert J. McCunney
orthwestern University Med ical Center
Chi cago
Guy E. McElwain, Jr.
T emple Universi ty Hospital
Philadelphia
Patrick J. McGraw
St. Mar gar et Memorial Hospital
Pittsburgh
Mark A. McLaughlin
Phil ad elphia Nava l Regional Medical
Ce nte r
Philad elph ia
Michael A. Meloni, J r.
Jackson Memorial Hospital
Miam i,FI.
Robert I. Michaelson
Lank en au Hospital
Philad elphia
Joanna Miller
Thomas Jefferson Universit y Hospital
Ph ilad elphia
Frank Montique, Jr .
Bryn Mawr Hospital
Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Manuel R. Morm an
Hospital of the University of
Pennsylvan ia
Philad elphia
Allston J. Morris, III
New England Medi cal Center
Boston
Monica Morrow
Medi cal Ce nter Hospital of Vermont
Burli ngton, Vt.

Dr. Neal Flomenb erg: winner of the alumni prize for highest cumulative average
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Virginia C. Myers
University Hospital
Ann Arbor, Mi.
Laryssa Nahimiak-Ka ufman
Thomas Jefferson University Hospital
Philadelphia
William T. Nessa
Medical Center of Western
Massachusetts
Springfield, Ma.
John J. Nevulis
Temple University Hospital
Philadelphia
Phili p Nimoityn
Hahnemann Medical College and
Hospital
Philadelphia
Joseph C. Nore ika
Mary Hitchcock Memorial Hospital
Hanover, N.H.
David E. Nutter
Brown University Affiliated Hospitals
Providence, R.I.
David A. Olson
Geisinger Medical Center
Danville, Pa.
Gordon J . Ostrum, J r.
Wilmington Medi cal Center
Wilmington, De.
Ted M. Parris
University of Virginia Hospital
Charlottesville, Va.
Stuart R. Paul
Abington Memorial Hospital
Abington, Pa.
Robert D. Peterson
Merc y Catholic Medical Center
Darby, Pa.
Richard J . Pierotti
Thomas Jefferson University Hospital
Philadelphia
John E. Plastino
Deaconess Hospital
Buffalo, N.Y.
Ruth L. Polan
Albert Einstein Medical Center
Philadelphia
Ira S. Porter
Northwestern Univer sity Medical Center
Chicago
John O. Punderson, Jr.
University of Minnesota Hospitals
Minneapolis, Mn.
Gary F. Purdue
Mercy Hospital
Pittsburgh
Joseph D. Purvis, III
Hartford Hospital
Hartford, Ct .
Jonathan D. Ralph
Albert Einstein Medical Center
Philadelphia
Melissa J. Riedy
Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke's Hospital
Chicago
Nancy S. Robe rts
Abington Memorial Hospital
Abington, Pa .
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Bruce J . Rosen
Pennsylvania Hospital
Philade lphia
Serl E. Rosen schein
Tech nion Universi ty
Haifa Mun icipa l Hospitals
Ha ifa, Israel
Steve n E. Ross
York Hospital
York, Pa.
Samuel R. Ruby
Publi c Hea lth Service
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